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Student Liquor Proposai
CUTTING LOOSE -  Three of the five members of the New 
York Rock and Roll Easemble sound out during their cooccrt 
Friday with Grand Funk Railroad daring Winter Weekend 
activities. (Scribe photo by Chris Dafresae)
“I think it is tim e to review the 
ppUdy of alcoholic beverages.at 
the University aad I believe we 
could have some of the storages 
as expressed by the new student 
proposal,” said Dean of Stadent 
Personnel Dr. A t tn lC  Wolff in 
reference ta  the new liquor 
policy proposed by the Student 
Council and the Residence A di 
Association (RHA).
The new regulations woafd 
perm it Bqnor in reridooce  tin  
rooms, a t dorm sodal functions 
with the approval of the dorm 
government, a t 11 campus pub 
and a t any function on University 
property with the approval of the 
office of student activities.
Present University policy bans 
liquor from any University 
property and any functions 
sponsored by a University 
student group.
“ As Dean of Student Personnel 
|  can’t  give a yes or no answer 
ririd  now on the proposal, but I 
think w e should give a thorough 
and open-minded look a t it,” 
commented Dr. Wolff.
t 'T  want to  give"' Stadent 
Council and RHA some kind of 
answer on this thing' a s  soon as 
possible,” be added.
Dr. Wolff mid that he first 
m ast meet with U s own staff and 
ta lk  to  o th e r s  la  th e  
adm inistration oa th s  Idee. He 
-also said th a t he will here to 
consult with the University 
• lawyer on the legal impRcetiona 
; of a new policy,, | j  j q  gg$jr
f  "W e- de -not w ant c.tha< 
U n iv ersity  to  m c e i n f t  
violations of the law in any 
way,” commented Dr. Wolff. “ 6  
there is  to be a change, 
will have to  police the donqi ed 
that behavior of those drinking
Changes in E & D Constitution 
Proposed by Student Council
BY DENNIS REDMOND '  
Staff Reporter
Student Council has proposed 
several amendments to the 
constitution of the Ethics and 
Discipline Council (E and D) of 
the University.
E and D has original 
jurisdiction of all m atters 
concerning student ethics and 
discipline a t the University.
The first proposed amendment 
s ta te s , “ B ecause of the 
abolishment of In Loco Parentis, 
the University ‘supposedly’ is 
not the parent of the students in 
this community. Therefore it is 
felt that trying a student on a 
moral basis is in direct violation 
of a University policy.” I t  also 
recommends that the name of 
the Council be changed from 
Ethics and Discipline to “The 
U n iv ersity  of B ridgepo rt 
Discipline Coart” (U.B.D.C.).
Another proposal suggests that 
a preliminary bearing for eacb 
case should be held to determine 
whether the U. B. D.C. shall have
S t u d e n t  H l d s  
A f t e r  C r a s h
Nam Young Cho, 2$, a  Korean 
exchange student, died last 
Wednesday as a result of injuries 
received b  a car accident.
The accident occurred when 
C ho, v i a  W as h e a d in g  
westbound, plunged off the 
C onnecticu t T urnpike a t  
Lafayette fitfis t, Ids car landing 
on its  foot on North Frontage 
■ Street three feetbetow.
State police said that Cho who 
was trevehng in the eeater lane 
and apparently lori control of the 
vehicle when trying to  aoit a t 
Lafayette Street. His car went 
over the fencing a t the “V” in 
f ite d ta m p .
Cho, of lOM Hancock Street 
was a  graduate student in the 
C o lle g e  o f B a s in e ts  
Adndairtiatton. Be is  «arrived 
by Ms wifa, h a g  Soot; Cho, a  j 
M other in NewYorkGIty.aad by
jurisdiction in the m atter, 
two recommendations comprise 
the first section of the proposed 
amendments.
The first two proposals of 
Section Two are that the accused 
is innocent until proven guilty 
and that the accused student 
should have the option to request 
that one faculty member or 
student on the council shall not 
bear his case and that another be 
appointed. The next amendment 
proposed says that the accused 
shall have the right to face and 
question his accusers. The final 
recommendation states, “ In 
m atters where the student 
is Invo lved  w ith  th e  c iv il 
authorities, the civil authorities 
shall have original jurisdiction 
and no action diali be taken by 
the University until the civil 
authorities have taken action.”
At present E and D consists of 
12 faculty members, 12 students 
and a  chairman. However, when 
hearing a  case the d u d ran a  
chooses three faculty members 
«ad three students to preside. 
The constitution says that the 
chairman shall be the Dana of 
Student Personnel o r his 
derignated representative. The 
current chairman of E «nd D is  
Constantine Chagares, Associate 
Director of Stadent Peraoeuel, 
who was appointed chairman by 
Dean of Student Personnel, Dr. 
Alfred R. Wolff.
Cohcerning sanctions, the £  
and D constitution »tarns that 
Coundl shall render nodectetan 
more sqyere than u h i É | |M | 
|p e  Dean of Student. Personnel 
! p e rm a n e n tly  s e v e r  th e  
relationship between any student 
and the Uiavenrity.
Comment! ag on the pMpoaals 
Dr. Wolff said, “ When the 
Stadent Council officers come to 
m e w ith  th e ir  proposed 
amendments I wanted to  look a t 
the thing objectively and tefi 
them  w here I . agreed d  
diaagraed.” He added, ‘This i$
- acteaUy a  A dversity genite 
I ktfklr, ik> m atter what I ray it ik 
d ill ap to the Senate whether or 
not the preparate be adootod.” 1
wifi not interfere w ith^be study 
jH for ratera of re fid ste s to lli.’’ 
Dr. Wolff painted oat that 
there i t  p reterito  .a jffim d ttre  
toadying the possftiHty of a pd> 
on campna. He feels that fids3sa 
stop.In- too right directioa. ‘1  
have the feeling very dearly  that 
studènte F A i t ^ t t w è ì f i s  
quickly as possible and we don't 
mean to delay,” Dr. Wolff said.;® 
“I believe that this proposal 
wifi B riteive'-to  :gb before the 
IM vnntty  Senate,” he added.
- “W Student Council and RHA 
approve fide new policy, which 
toéy already do, and tty  
, a d m in is tra tio n , p rim a rily  
m ysrif aad my staff, agrees with 
il, I think ft can be adopted.”
No Progress llÉ te", :l 
In Dining Hall Talks
said, “I  t o f t  know 
what they mean by saying that 
trying a student on a moral basis 
is a violation Of University 
policy; I do not understand and 
thus cannot be in sympathy with* 
it.”
Dr. Wolff did not agree a t  all 
with the idea of a preliminary 
hearing for each case. He said, 
“E  and D itself can decide what 
it will hear and what it will not; 
this is sufficient to me.”
Dr. Wolff did not argue with 
the idea teat the accused is 
innocent until proven guilty.
Continuing with Ids evaluation, 
Dr. Wolff said that he could see 
where one o r even two tecidty 
members could be requested 
eliminated by the accused “but 
only with a good reason” , be 
remarked. “However just to 
rii minate a faculty member 
because a student thinks he is too 
tough is not a good reason,” Dr. 
Wolff added.
Commenting on the proposal of 
the accused facing his accusers, 
Dr. Wolff said, “Generally 
speak ing  th is  is  a fa ir  
recommendation. However, we 
have to make aura that the 
accusers .are not going to be 
th re a te n e d  o r a c tu a lly  
intim idated.”
' “As i t  stands now” , Dr. Wolff 
ceattnned, “the accused to told 
of the information austeri tom 
but in some cases he is  not'told 
who the accuser to because die 
student may be em barrassed 
shoot it  which raahei for an 
»■comfortable situation.’’ Dr. 
Wolff added, “I see that a 
change could trim  piace baie  aad 
probably should, but a t the tem e 
tim e the accasar m ust have 
some protection as ' well su firn 
accused.” ' ■ ¡1 !
Dr. Wolff I  was in  itone 
disagreem ent With tee  „ . . t o r i  
proponi. “Ordlnarity r ip ip p t 
until the m atter to abaoived in  
the d v il court before u n  handle 
I - case ; bu t th ere  a re  
exceptions when we feel thskthe 
student involved to *  «mjjp™» to 
the University and that E  and D
No progress was reported 
either by student leaders or 
Administrators after Friday’s 
meeting called to settle the 
continuing dispute over meal 
plan purchase proposals.
Albert E . Diem, University 
vice-president for business and 
finance, said th a t -he "M b ' 
.presented the University’s new 
plan, which offers students the 
option of eitneri-Jg o r 20- meals 
pcr week“ TYeih ‘said that the 15 
meal per week option would cost 
students 835 less per sem ester 
than the 20 meal per week plpn 
now offered by the dining h a ll
Robert Grochow, president of 
the Residence Hall Association 
(RHA), said that fids offer was 
expected and amounted to 
“nothing new.” Grochow, who 
has been involved in foe dispute 
since discussions began, said 
that a joint meeting of Student 
Coundl and the Resideace Hall 
Council (RHC), toe executive 
body of RHA, had been set for 9, 
p.m. Monday, ' >
The dispute over the purchase 
of meal plans took shape a t the 
Student Council meeting of 
December 17, when Grochow
reported that the RHA dining 
hall committee had been having 
difficulty meeting with Miss 
Buell to discuss changes in the 
policy. Coundl derided that 
action was necessary and fired 
off two letters, one fo students 
and toe other to parents; asking
coining sem erier.
meal plan now in effect
Any student who does not have ! 
credits m ust pay for meals a t 
Marina Hall.
Temporary University Council 
inetto^* 8 * |d  offled fo ra  report 
on discussions by yesterday. As a 
result, Diem and student leaders 
set Friday’s meeting.
Diem mid Sunday that he 
would attend lari night’s joint 
meeting to discuss the m atter 
further with student leaders. He 
said that be doesn’t  consider the 
d isc u ss io n s  n e g o tia tio n s  
because, in hto words, “ the 
f  University d o esn 't! negotiate 
financtoi matters.-”  Diem raid, 
h o w e v e r , th a t  th e  
Adiriatetraficn was always open 
to  suggestions and he considered 
the current dtocusrions to be of 
such a nature.
Valentine Captures 
ComSen Presidency
Russell Valentine swept to the 
presidency of Com m uters’ 
Senate, scoring a  stunning upset 
over Jeffrey Nacht by a  2-1 
margta in voting to ri week.
Valentine garnered 135 votes 
in the Ught turnout to Nacht’s 97. 
His running m ate, Donald 
' Rodgers, alao won, registering a 
12S-M m argin of victory over 
JaoriV taH tae.
The election «ms firn firs t ever 
held for posts in Commuters’ 
Senate. t W  organisation .ten  
been in existence for two yean , 
hot has never gSfto toraugh the 
elective process before. Kevin 
Shunto« and P ater Putrim as, 
two of the ta ttte to n  of toe 
organisation, have been co- 
chairm en since Common's 
inception. *Ü * S 3 S £ .
The victory for Valentine and 
Rodgers w asaataaaiagriM ,,'«fia 
which turaodfflm rtatteacA torir 
opponento,who have hasp w ith I 
CotoSeh since toe Spring of 1968, 
the tiara of toe fremimi of tte
By ooppteg the election 
Valentiae also won a  sent on 
S tu d en t |  C ouncil a s  th e  
representative from ComSen. He 
will begin Ids duties a t fo rt peak 
a t toe beginning o f next 
semester. .
The presidency aad . vice- 
presidency were the only two 
noria la  be oontoried. Four seats 
. for - freshm en ; representatives 
aad a e v è a lp o s ts  a s  area.: 
re p re se n ta tiv e s  All went,
T he fo u r  f re s h m e n  
repreoentafives a re ; M aria 
DeSimone, R ichard Recht, 
Patricia Heffner and w a r t ,  
Nicholson.
; I Winning uncootestad seats as 
area rape were: Robert Cadella, 
Hans Drygalla, Putrim as, Alvin 
S c o tt, S h a n le y , S h e lle y  
fltavam ratteA atarity  «tonato. A  
Bine more area posts are  still: 
open, ; dan te  not enough 
candidates submittipg a  petition. 
TÉAvicant seats will be filled by- 
appointments made by the
ms
’tâÈtm
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OJHAT IF IT SNOWS TOMORROW, 
AND COVERS UP OUR WALK A6AIN? 
DO WE SET OUR QUARTER BACK?
iig Center 
Fraternity Aid
b y  s o o r a r  J o a n  «HUSKEY
Sta* Reporter
NO, W  THEN I WILL HAVE 
SPENT IT IN RIOTOUS UVIN6...
ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
RECORDING TAPE • PHONO NEEDLES AND CART- 
RIDGES, HI-FI COMPONENTS AND SPEAKERS • TV & 
FM ANTENNAS, TUBES, & BATTERIES.
WHOLESALE TO 0 .0 . STUDENTS
k a u f m a n  m e n o m a ,  m e
73 FRANK STREET 
9-5:30 DAILY 9-1 P.M. SAT.
PARKING
lensesmore work thanthey’re worth?
If you’r t  tired of using 
two or more separate so­
lutions to take care of 
your contact lenses, we 
have the  solution. It's  
Lensine the all-purpose 
lëns solution for com­
plete contact Ians care
Lensine exclusive for Bacteria cannot grow in 
proper lens hygiene. ■ It Lensine.aCaringforcon-
preparing, cleaning, and has been demonstrated tact lenses can be as con
soaking. ■ Just a  drop or 
two of Lensine before you 
insert your contacts coats 
and lubricates the  lens 
surface making it smooth­
e r  and non-irritating.
Cleafting your contacts 
with Lensine retards the 
tHiitdiip of foreign de­
posits on the lenses. ■
Lensine is sterile, self-
sanitizing, and antisep- tH it im proper storage 
tic matting it ideal for between wearings may 
storage of your lenses result in the growth of 
betweenwearingperiods, bacteria on the lenses. 
And you get a  removable This isa sure cause of eye 
storage case on the bot- irritation and could seri- 
J tom o f every bo ttle , a difsly endanger vision,
I I# p  w #  w *
venient as wearing them 
with Lensine, from the 
Murine Company, Inc.
LEN S IN E
M RN
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Project OWN (Own Working 
Neighborhood) Is a  self help 
program that deals/ With a 
Shopping center th a t may be 
situated in the west end of 
Bridgeport. This area, in which 
the Barnum Apartments are 
located, is under the Urban 
Renewal Program.
Around the tim e when the 
project was just beginning, the 
Economics Fraternity a t the 
University decided Unit they 
would like to help the city with 
some commonity project. They 
are  studying the financial side of 
Project OWN.
The idea of the fraternity’s 
study was to show that such a 
project was a feasible one. The 
final report was submitted to fire 
mayor for his approval. The 
main obstacle to overcome was 
the expense of the project. The 
Economics Fraternity had to 
find sources that would pay for 
the project, a t least its initial 
stages.
In the local community, there 
are four sources of funds for a 
program of this nature. They 
a re : co m m e rc ia l b an k s, 
in s u ra n c e  c o m p a n ie s ,
commer cial ; credit 
and avinga hanks. The cost of I 
uonuwing irons u r k  lvurubcb 
is q d te  high. I t was nought 
f ia t perhaps, a  large black- 
oriented bank In Nder York 
might be able to  giW: further 
information conceraMig financial 
sources. The answer was the 
same hi a ll of (fee placet that 
were tried: a  ndfiko dollar loan 
was oat of the question. Unless 
Project OWN could show some 
independent financial support, 
the private sector in the 
community could not hd relied 
upon to provide any portion of 
the money that was needed.
supposed to bo provided for the 
project. No final action was 
taken on Project  OWN. Moses 
took Ms problem to the Common 
COMKttof the city of Bridgeport, 
bw  they have debyod talking 
about thè problem for well ever 
« month. Motes then went to 
directly talk to the mayor, hut 
. the Mtaation rem ai«  foniam o. ■
What will happen, only more 
M ÙÂB AeU. If the
I t was found that for ovary 
state and city o r private loon 
that was received, file'Federal 
Government  would match O at 
loan, dollar for dollar,
Since the land wasaow cleared 
as a  part of the Urban Renewal 
Project of Bridgeport, the land 
was how vacant and was 
available for such a  program.
delayed tim e
project ia scrapped, will the d ty  
gain more from  the building of a 
factory? What will happen to a 
community area tin t may be in 
need of help? Wig Me people of 
the Barnum Apartments and the 
west end of the city be able to do 
something that is constructive in 
order for self improvement?
Players Slate 
Spedai Session
Fred Moses, the President  of 
the Project, fed s that the people 
of Barnum Apartments are  in 
need of such a shopping area, as 
a means to self-improvement. If 
completed the project will be 
much more than just another 
government “hand out” . New 
businesses and new jobs will be 
created by the shopping area, 
and men and women that are 
willing and able to work will he 
able to find employment in their 
neighborhood. Until now, there 
has not been much opportunity 
for the people in the west end to 
find employment there.
Fred Moses stated that “ there 
are no facilities in the west end. 
Project OWN will provide 
necessary stores such as food, 
barber and dry cleaning services 
for a part of the community that 
has been neglected for too long a 
period of tim e. It will give the 
people some of the needed 
dignity in knowing that there is a 
way th a t they can help 
themselves to better economic 
and social stability.”
There isa  further obstacle that 
Moses and the Economics 
Fraternity did not imagine. The 
proposal was put before the 
mayor two weeks before Ins re- 
election. At this tim e he gave his 
approval for such a program. 
During the tim e elapsed, a 
factory has made a bid for the 
land in the area that was
w il he a  spadai 
a t the University
Plupart Wednesday a t !  pjui.
a t o n  University Theatre. All 
• a ie n bon  a te  urged to  attend 
as this meeting Is very 
im partant.
In  honor of the memory of 
Dr. M arlin Lather King J r., 
aervices will be held a t II 
a.m . hi the Stndent Center 
Thursday, Ms Mrthday.
New E & D Constitution.,.
(C ea tiaaed  f in a  P age 1)
should handle the case before it 
goes to  the civil courts,”  he 
said.
“I  can agree with this last one 
for the most part, hot the certain 
exceptions when it would be 
against the welfare of the college 
community to dday should be 
included in tide proposed 
amendment,” Wolff concluded.
Dr. Wolff noted that several 
years ago the University Senate 
proposed some a mendments for 
E  and D and presented Mem to 
Student Council hot that Council 
did not react to  them.
“The present constitution
, remained in effect even though 
th e  S e n a te  m ade th ese  
suggestions,” 0 r. Wolff said.
“But about a month ago” , Dr. 
Wolff observed, “ Stndent 
Council got busy on these new 
proposals and were nice enough 
to communicate with me about it 
and get my views on their 
recommendations.”
Dr. Whiff fett that Stndent 
Council came to Mm “to get 
on setae P  the 
th is tiring". Having 
received Dr. W olffs Nows on 
their propoaad amendment!, It is 
M i Stndent Ceoaeil’t  to n  to 
move with their propomls.
more
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ABOUT THE COVERS
The cover illustrations were selected to 
remind us that “critiques" of the 
establishment, or of things as they are -  
have been a preoccupation of many 
w riters and artists throughout recorded 
history; and they were also chosen to 
remind os that much of the critical work 
of our predecessors was, no m atter how 
deeply felt or biting, done with taste, 
> nM h |tian  and superb artistry .
T»e upper print on the front cover is 
from an engraving by W iliam  Hogarth, 
English (1687 - 1764). It is entitled 
Royalty, Episcopacy and Law, and 
subtitled: Some of the principle 
inhabitants of ye moon as they were 
perfectly discovered by a telescope 
brought to ye greatest perfection since ye 
last eclipse. Exactly engraved from the 
objects, whereby ye curious may guess at 
their religion, manners and etc.
Hogarth is best known by the general 
public for his visual sermons such as The 
Rakes Progress, devastating paintings 
depicting the manners and foibles of his
tim e. As our print shows, Hogarth utilized 
many pictorial devices remarkably 
sim ilar to those used by contemporary 
surrealists.
The lower print on the front is by 
Francisco Goya, Spanish (1746-1828). This 
is  a detail from  o k  of the great series of 
etchings Goya did called The D isasters of 
War. These etchings, together with a 
number of paintings on the same theme 
constitute one of the most profound 
indictments ever drawn on mans 
inhumanity to man.
The back cover is by P ieter Brueghel, 
Dutch (about 1525 to 1568); one of the 
greatest “social protest” artists of all 
time. This detail of an engraving 
depicting Pride, is from  a series on the 
Seven Cardinal Sins; one among many 
engravings and paintings in which 
Brueghel exhorted his countrymen - and 
because of his greatness, men of all 
tim es, to become aware of the pitfalls 
awaiting the unthinking, the insensitive 
and the imcritical. S.G.
A young 0 r l takes an off-beat look a t 
Harlem’s sight life. A male roBaagne 
casts a sympathetic aye on the plight of 
mentally retarded youngsters, thea takes 
a  less sympathetic view of (he Selective 
Service System he thought he was soon to 
face. A particular group therapy 
approach to the rehahilitatioa of youthful 
drug addicts catches the first-hand fancy 
of another w riter.
And so it goes. A group of embryonic 
journalists, some intent upon breaking the 
barriers that Mud them to the classroom, 
make their separate ways to police, 
stations, has term inals, courtrooms, 
ghetto apartm ents, corporate board 
rooms and government offices.
They begin to learn to dig; to look with, 
critical and questioning eye, to smell and 
to taste, and to probe incessantly. Alwaysl 
listening, they begin to fit together the 
pieces of their self-made puzzles.
All of them are students in the UB 
Journalism - Department’s Advanced 
Reporting Workshop and the following 
pages represent a small sampling of their 
efforts.
The selection is theirs and it represents 
neither the best nor the worst of their 
work. The package is student-edited, hot 
the production team  was assisted in the 
areas of layout design and illustrations by 
Simon Greco, the rather remarkable 
graphic a rtist who is a member of toe 
Journalism faculty.
Now in its fourth year, the workshop is 
the brain child of Dr. Howard Boone 
Jacobson, chairman of the department. 
Its activities are directed by Alan E. 
Schoenhaus, a newspaper w riter and 
columnist who serves on the Journalism 
facidty.
Students enrolled in the course prepare 
m ajor depth reporting projects each 
sem ester. They attend  lec tu res, 
seminars, and story conferences, as well
as tutorials devoted to their particular 
situations.
The woriohop is significantly aided by.» t 
p r o f e s s i o n a l  j o u r n a l i s t s  a n d  
academicians who graciously give their 
tim e to the group in guest appearances.
Participants in the workshop operate 
under conditions approaiinaüag tim e  of 
profesional practice and a id  granted a  
degree of independence commensurate 
with their levels o f proficiency.
All members are encouraged to travel 
in pursu it of th e ir  jo u rn alistic  
assignments, and funds for such travel 
are made available through a grant from 
the Readers Digest Foundation.
The articles contained op the following 
pages were ettted  by Silly Heriihey and 
Alan Rubin, both of whom are  recent UB 
graduates. Their pririication is intended 
both as a  demonstration paper effort and 
for purposes of gaining new insights into 
methods -of presenting’ the in-depth 
articles now under preparation by present 
members of the workshop.
Like the individuality of thumb prints, 
today’s crop of workshop w riters are 
deeply involved with such divergent 
topics as the American Indian complaint, 
the way to lose weight, discrimination 
against the hooey bee, sex education as a 
political issue, and a charter revision that 
tailed. Others are probing deeply to find 
new angles and insights into the major 
areas of drug addiction, campus unrest, 
participatory politics and the role of 
religion in today’s society.
It’s their hope that publication of their 
efforts may prove interesting to their 
readers, and spur them to greater effort 
to meet the responsibilities of authorship. 
The workshop director seconds the 
sentiment and supports the challenge. 
The other members of the faculty add a 
fervent... Amen. A.E.S.
« he Rev, Harvey Bates’ office Is clattered with 
anti-war, aatl-draft pictures and 
articles. On the wall opposite the 
doorway is a large sign which 
proclaims: 8TOP THE WAR 
MACHINE-STOP THE DRAFT.
I was there to interview the 
Syracuse University chaplain on 
his part in the draft resistance 
movement. Before I could get 
my first question out, the tall, 
unshaven, and very un-priestly 
looking Reverend, thrust a  piece 
of paper tow ard me.
“This is what the draft is  all 
aboutr*? said B ates.' “If you 
didn’t  know that came Item  the 
United States Selective Service 
System, you would swear it was 
a product of Nasi Germany. It 
certainly isn’t  something you 
would find in a democratic 
country.”
The paper, a  document put out 
by the Selective Service System 
for distribution to all the draft 
boards in  1965, and later 
r e c a l l e d ,  w a s  ' t i t l e d  
“Channeling” .
The chaplain had underlined 
the first paragraph: “One of the 
m ajor products of the Selective 
Service classification process is 
the channeling of manpower into 
many endeavors, occupations 
and activities that are in the 
national interest.’’
prior te  General Hershey’s new 
appointment.
:‘Geo. Hershey has said that he 
thought be had the nerfect 
system ,”  said M ajor fngneas, 
“but because of toe publicity 
given the leftists w hnarc trying 
to disrupt our system , parents 
have pressured Congress into 
revising the draft laws. One such 
revision was the recent law 
which states that the local 
boards cannot take deferments 
away from draft dissenters.
“Actually these Mds haven’t 
ta r t us one damn Mt»1’ : said 
ffiggens. “The ones they a te  
hurting a re  their classm ates who 
are in  college. The more 
problems they create, the less 
federal funds go to universities.
“It should be a privilege to 
serve one’s country. I t is a fair, 
just and necessary pert of 
A m erica’s S ecu rity . And 
remember, we a te  the good 
guys. Congress has passed a law 
saying all American malès df a 
certain age must serve In the 
arm ed forces. It is our job to 
determine the availability of 
Americans between the ages of 
18 and 35. It is this office, along 
with the local boards, which give 
you a reprieve from the arm y.“
The m ajor looked upset when I 
a s k e d  h im  a b o u t  t h e
treaties with 
the w orn. We could net 
these commitments wifli ,a  
sm aller force than what watosw 
have, and a vofauteer arm y 
would deosuap toO’sH goA opp 
forces. We have a  force of. «¡T 
million m snaafi to bjpaecure we' 
need every bne of them .« 1 1  -
“There have been many 
alternatives suggested,” he said. 
“The lottery system  has b e n  
tried and d idn 't work,”  The gqy 
who yells for foe lottery is  th e  
one who thinks he can hast it. 
He’i  a gambler. A board made 
up of your tefibw citizens decides 
when ta n  should go. A mochlue 
certainly couldn’t  make this 
decision. Maybe your mother 
needs you. Howr could a machine 
judge this? How could someone 
thousands of miles from  your 
home fpiriy decide tfoat should 
be dona with you? .? A butter 
system just doesn’t exist.”
The Rev Bates insists tout 
something better does exist. Ho 
is especially critical of the 
governm ent’s pow er over 
A m ericans, especially  th e  
yoohg.
“ We in  thw  re s is ta n c e  
movement have a  job of waking 
up people, especially students, to  
the fact they are  being punished 
for being young,” said Bates.
In m  Maxwell Hail 
located in the cu tte r df 
» §  Symcuae campar “You 
ciM t help kite te d  that foia to 
what Germaiqt was M e in the
I  a p p fo a e h  to
j-reforiiihcf^hottever, diffère 
tartoftoll’lw ata Wm
% betieve people ought t o j p
Selective Service requires 
bp form»
all the 
.!
l i  cornes tim e to ste ward for
ipcfoction.“ ^  .Taasiag j sa id . 
'B en tc  t t e t  moment arrives, 
stidéata, teachers, and everyone 
involved should accept their 
deferm ents as should those who' 
qualify fo r  v occu p atio n al 
deferments. The number of 
resistere is  just too smell to 
m ate refusing a dafcrm ent an 
eftectitew ay to resist.
“But I do support active 
resistance,” he said. “For the 
Selective. Sotyleo to draft and 
send people to V letui|a la 
m urder la the first degree. I t is 
uujimt and certainly apt the act 
of a font nation. Canada* is a 
Magic alternative. T o re fu se  
Induction on inorai o r political 
grounds is a  fo r b e tter way to 
rettst. People who are  concerned 
with foe draft aught to peek out a 
drhft counselor. It is valuable to 
get some H ad of legal help. At 
any rate , draft resistors are
n  to  lte  jeh to  m ate toons who 
coma to Mm aware of their 
a lte jr n a tlv tt  in  re fu tin g  
induction. Those who sedi his 
advice Vary from  the very pour 
to the r e p e r i r e .  - j
David Morton to p  draft 
counselor and a  member of the * 
People for Freedom .of Peace. 
Morton, now iportlug a  beard 
and shoulder length hair, served
T ta v e  I
I r  now,”  reto  Morto», ; “
Hto
! tO
from thè draft. I listen toeach of 
their personal’ sttuattona and 
reeommend cwhat Courei of 
acttod theycantake. TMs i ta t i  I
can le g a li do. v.,
“l ’ve been in thè «xmy, so I 
.toww what bell it fc ~ X i said. 
“For such a thingas thè draft to 
éxigt Ip s to make you wòuder* 
what type of country foia is. But ; 
p i  didn’t  bave folto in America, 
1 wotdd bave gotten ore long ago. 
But it is up to each of us to 
change thè way thingsare. .
“Most of tee. Iddi who come to 
m eato  sentore and, surprisingly, 
freshmen. Freshmen are  prime 
draft m aterial and such a tolge 
, number of tbem will flunk out 
tfais year. Very few bave solid
P M M I
Si¡BP***: À
“Once they get you in the 
system, they keep hold of yon for 
life,” said Bates. “The Selective 
Service System will channel you 
until they get a ll they can out of 
you. It’s called freedom, you 
know.”
The R ev .. Harvey Bates is 
typical of the draft dissenters in 
this country. For the most pail, 
they are  not ju st protesting 
because of the Vietnam w ar but 
because they believe that the 
draft i t  contrary to democratic 
principles. -
Over 2 million men become 
eligible for the service every 
year. As of now, about 3$ million 
men a re  registered w ith the 
draft. Less than 300,600 men 
enter the service each year. 
Most of these -are college 
graduates since almost 72 per 
cent of those who graduate from 
college enter the arm ed forces. 
Leas than 40 per cent of those 
with an eighth-grade education 
o r less se rv e ,.
Lewis B. Hershey headed the 
Selective Service System from  
1938 to 1969. I t to Ms firm  
conviction that the system 
cannot be improved upon. M ajor 
. Elvin Higgens, a spokesman for 
General Hershey, expressed this
.1 view re reu t$ ;whta'::t t a to C h , 
him to Ms Washington office,
con troversial “ channeling’’ 
wMch Rev. Bates had ottered as 
evidence of the Selective Service 
S y s t e m ’s u n - A m e r i c a n  
activities.
“That expression has been 
blown way* out of proportion,” 
said Higgens. “The new left and 
the communists have been 
responsible for that. They have 
just m ade a  let o f damn noise. 
The Meet to, what to wrong with 
channeling? We’re not forcing 
anyone to do anything they don’t 
wish to  do. Everyone has a free 
choice. We not only o tter 
deferments for college, but also 
for jobs.”
I ashed the M ajor about the 
1965 M arshall R eport, ' a  
President’s committee report on 
the Selective Service System 
which concluded that the current 
system of procuring manpower 
was the best available sad that 
the three m ost commonly 
suggested a lte rn a tiv es! t  
volunteer draft, a  lottery, and 
universal d ra ft, w ere a ll 
. unacceptable. V,. k ; k.V'v
' “This country has never been 
able to sustains m ilitary without 
a draft,” Mid ffiggens. History 
has shown font s  volunteer arm y ■ 
never works. Besides, it to m odi 
too expensive. *'
“Right obw America has
“Their draft card p a r te  them  
for slaughter ju st a s  the color 
black m arks the Negro. The 
g o m u a t e t i t a r i i M t i t a  the 
young their right to  choose their
future. People refusing to be 
channeled,”  he said, ‘i s  toe 
moat effective way to  resist. 
Students should refuse M  
deferments. Others, stab  as 
priests and teachers, also should 
not comply with the Selective 
Service System.
‘T here .m ust be centers of 
resistance,” said Bates. “By this 
I mean that there shouldbeaonw > 
focus of American Ufe other than 
patriotism . I certainly don’t  fog 
going to  Canada t e a  way to 
protest'. We should try  to develop 
a way of life wMfoi coraptim 
with the ideals of democracy. £  
Right now we are  drifting 
toward socialism and God-knows 
what else.” ■ %■.,
While the viCws of draft , 
resistere may differ, all seem  to 
agree on one thing: The draft has 
no place to a  democratio | oelety. 
TWo prominent , resistors to  foe 
Syracuse area areD ato-TpsipLA i' a young, red-headed economics 
p ro f  e s s o i ^ l t o d k  Jfasw ta»^ 
Balbanian, a  s ta r t, ..dynamic,
, electrical engineering professor:%  
Both fan ill nrTl|i a l S ~
.“T hf draft to fo d st,” said
¡Ill
¡V . jt
coUrageous peopietrying to mot 
oto a  corrupt p a i illegai 
institution.”
Professor BalbaUiaA fsees 
restotaace to much thè tem e 
way. |  ■ t e f f  l i  '
‘ ‘The Selective Service System 
to a drastic lim itation on thè 
American peopie/’ hèsaid  ih  bis 
campus office. “ It robsusof our 
freedom by putting dtizens to 
thè hands of Me arm y which 
demanda total obedience. Is it 
freedom when they teli you to 
obey them without. qnestion? 
There is no pace  in a democracy 
for such a system.. 
r “ It is up toourconaciencehow 
wt eboose to tight thè draft,” 
said Balbanian, “ but geiig to 
C arota i* to M M f'te  i t e  no 
solution. Those who run away 
bave no e tta e tte  thè p p e m . I 
beHeve thè most effectirew ayto 
: resto! thè draft t o  to refuse 
i todaittk«.,,^ ^ r y | S ^ > ^ &
“ P eate  marche* which are 
Urge in number and aéopewould - 
he ettective ifjtb e  goverhment 
responded to  Bnt
: d ré^ ’w é l ''y o u n t^ |k ^ to -m e  
demoemey. T te  'U nitodt States 
goverumeot is  uorespmsive to  
: pSblic opiniob. Most members of - 
Congress don’! tate  thè snpport 
of tbepsblicto.getelecte& '- . 1 j 
fes r a r t a p k k ||È t e ^ p |M p ^ ' 
invohred in  thè '. resista nce
outs. 4-F deferm ents, for 
in juries, : foxxy spells, 
emotional problems a re  . about 
t e t e t t t n t  th to tev toffiaag  
come to ' here: aP iiire :4|foore 
“ conscientious o b je c to r’’ 
deferments, but I get it across to 
th em " what the otite are  of- 
getting one.
‘T also get noa-atudaito 
coming in to  a te  me,” aaid 
Morton. “H foe d raftcall goes hP 
as predated, they wiU bp ln  real 
trouble. There la m tti l  ton  do. 
The worst th to f iboo t the da mn 
Selective Service is  that i t  foa 
oah’t  get into college you’re 
fiioished. I  really font sorry for 
them a to  will do m y be«ttoflnd 
them an out.” .
■ Activists ' in ; the restotanee 
movement don't always agree 
on tactics, bat they’re tailed  in 
their commitment to the basic 
philosophy that underlies the 
resistance movement. The Rev: 
Bates states itd e e r ly : ' v k 'V -
“ People refuse. lo buck foe 
system because. they are too 
comfortable*”  k a re t^ J B a tire i
- “WeU, thugs a p  beating ta  real 
la s t .  Most klAm ericans a re  
beginning to realise that the end 
of the area to  Vietnam to  are 
g p n fc -  to. .-.eud':- fa sc is t' M Ù
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tGONE TODAY 
HERE
TOMORROW
A man can die but once,” said W il l iam  S h a k e s p e a r e  
in his play Henry IV. His 
statem ent was true in the 1500’s 
as it is true today, but will it  be 
true tomorrow?
A small group of persons 
scattered throughout the world 
religiously believe it will not. 
They are members of the Life 
Extension Society (LES), an 
i n c o r p o r a t e d ,  n o n p ro f i t ,  
international, scientific and 
service orientated organization, 
that advocates freezing a t death 
(by cryogenic means) as an 
alternative to interm ent via the 
grave or the furnace.
LES is a legitim ate group, 
serious in its  intent and 
a d a m a n t ly  d e d ic a te d  to 
scientifically procuring a fail­
safe method of freezing and 
preserving the body for eventual 
reanimation.
Suspended anim ation and 
sim ilar processes of post-death 
preservation has long been the 
domain of the science fiction 
w riter. Shakespeare successfully 
utilized the concept in “Romeo 
and Juliet” as did Edgar Allen 
Poe in “The Fall of the House of 
Usher.” And, the science fiction 
w riter predicted and formulated 
methods of reanimation long 
before the Life Extension 
Society began its  work.
EvCoeper, spearhead1 for LES 
in America, explains that his 
organization suffers much 
ridicule and su n td o n  because of 
the nature of its work and its 
philosophy. “ People aren ’t 
willing to accept scientific and 
technological advances when it 
comes to the human body. I 
guess religion has something to 
do with ft, but they fail to 
perceive the human body as a 
machine, with working parts, 
that can be altered and improved 
upon if science is utilized 
effectively..”
The discipline of cryogenics is 
a recent innovation on the 
medical scene. Freezing for 
p r e s e r v a t io n  long held  
possibilities for the researcher, 
but a method to thaw any 
substance without destruction of 
m atter delayed its effective use. 
With the (fiscovery of glycerol in 
the 1940’s as an additive in the 
freezing process, the survival 
rate ' of m atter was increased 
substantially.
Cryogenics quickly gained in 
stature as a necessary discipline 
in the medical field. Currently, 
its most effective use is in brain 
surgery where brain tissue and 
tumors can easily be removed 
without damage to adjacent 
m atter.
LES evolved simultaneously 
with progress irf the cryogenic 
field. Doctors early saw the 
implications of this method in 
freezing the human body. It « as 
under the direction of several
’ V,. JpPI
* f  Ï |
DRAW ING BY STEVE FERENCY
doctors that LES began.
Although the study of 
cryogenic methods has advanced 
remarkably, there are  many 
q u e s t i o n s  t h a t  r e m a in  
unanswered and with those 
answers rest the existence of 
LES and their goal of extending 
human life.
Cryogenic research  has 
involved freezing of various 
substances with successful 
revival. Cattle sperm, cat brains 
and ham sters have been frozen, 
stored and revived with varying 
degrees of success depending on 
controlled variables. But, the 
progress has been slow because 
of difficulty with the thawing 
process.
In his book, “Cryogenics” , 
Michael McClintock explains 
that the freezing process is 
destructive to organisms that 
are fundamentally not frost- 
resistant. The basic effect of 
freezing is dehydration. Some of 
the fluids in the body freeze in 
the form of ice and the 
remaining solution becomes rich 
in solutes which changes the 
permeability of the cell. Vital 
metabolic compounds leak from 
the cell. Some cells expand and 
freeze onto others. They cannot 
su rv iv e  such a l t e r a t io n .  
Although glycerol helps to 
counteract this, it is not totally 
effective.
Until another substance is 
discovered with properties like 
glycerol, but more effective than 
it, LES can only work in 
futuristic term s.
LES provides a number of 
services consistent with its long- 
range goal: a freeze-wait - 
reanimate newsletter, cards to 
register a person’s wish to be 
cryogenically stored, limited 
freezing facilities, perfusion and 
f r e e z i n g  i n s t r u c t i o n s ,  
suggestions toward locating a 
competent doctor, a central file 
to preserve a record of those 
wishing to be frozen and later 
reanimated, emergency phone 
numbers, • information for 
starting a discussion group and 
suggestions for helping the 
movement.
One would think that an 
organization completely based 
on a technique and procedure 
that has yet to be invented would 
be a stagnant one. Not so with 
LES. The 20 coordinators 
throughout the world are busy 
directing 1000 LES members in 
procedure, informing them of 
th e  l a t e s t  c r y o g e n i c  
breakthroughs, and preparing 
for the day when an extended life 
t h r o u g h  f r e e z i n g  a n d  
réanimation will be possible.
It is also a remarkable 
organization that can claim 
“patients” even though its 
methods have not been proven 
effective.
Currently, four “patients” are 
cryogenically stored in various 
parts of the United States. LES 
members care for the patients 
stored in  ctyo-capsides by 
reg u la t in g  te m p e ra tu re s  
(usually in range of -960 degrees 
C) and fueling the capsules with 
liquid nitrogen. Initial cost of 
•cryogenic internment is $8,500, 
with an additional maintenance 
cost of $50 per month.
The four “patients” will 
remain in their frozen state until 
a thawing process is perfected.
It is expected others will also 
join them and wait.
The “freeze-wait - reanim ate” 
method unleashes a flood of 
questions and complications. If 
it were to become practical, 
what would its implications be 
on society?
I posed this question to Ev 
Cooper over a cup of coffee in a 
Washington, D.C., Hot Shoppe. 
Cooper thought intently before 
answering.
“Our central concern is the 
welfare of the individual. We 
th ink  anyone who d ies  
prem aturely or who dies a 
natural death, should have the 
alternative of returning when a 
cure for his malady is known. We 
are almost certain it can be 
done, and it sure beats the grave 
or the furnace,” he said.
Overpopulation would not be a 
problem , Cooper c la im s, 
because not everyone would 
want to return and “by the time 
the process is perfected so that 
everyone would be certain of a 
return, our technology will 
probably have daily trips to the 
moon and grown food in the sea.
I don’t think it’sa  problem.” 
Curtis Henderson, the New 
York Cryogenics Society 
chairman, expressed equal 
unconcern when he said recently 
in a Time magazine article, 
“How many problems can you 
have that are wqrse than being 
dead? Sure, you’re going to have 
problems when you get back, but 
you had problems when you left, 
didn’t you?”
A large religious question 
looms also. If your soul goes to 
heaven or hell upon death, does it 
come back when you are 
reanimated?
This perplexing question was 
answered quite simply by 
Cooper. “Each religion will find 
its own answer. Religion has 
bent with the tim es, of late. It’s 
found justification for the birth 
c o n t r o l  p i l l .  I t ’ll  f ind  
justification for this, too.” 
Perhaps, he is right. A 
clergyman writing for the 
Christian Century recently felt 
no contradictions when faced 
with the dilemma. Rather, he 
looked a t the positive side: 
“ E v e r y o n e  m a y  e n jo y  
indefinitely extended life. What 
an excellent gamble! ” a
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O ne veer ago the watchword W iP r ®*baiikr«iptc:r! &Jtn  
fbe w ires”  for t t m  w  thé 
nation's leading cultural centers. 
To> y , a t least one of those 
centers can daim  a glim mer of 
itope for immediate survival. ■ 
A tlanta's M emorial • A rts 
C oiter, the natidds ! ' newest, 
opened 'in  October 1968 with 
productions including opera, 
ballet, and theatre. Ten weeks 
la ter the théâtre waa bankrupt 
and tbe co d er ltad f was left 
without a single performing 
company. « i
Tbe Los Angeles Mnaic Center 
has managed to barely remain 
above ground by bringing in  Mg 
name tonring show*, which is no 
way to  run a  cultural co d er, say 
high-art purists.
Thé nation's oldest confer, die 
seven-year-old Lincoln C oder 
for the Perform ing A rts, 
announced lata in January, 1906, 
that it may be forced to go out of 
business and turn over tbe 
various buildings, to  the 
i n d i v i d u a l  p e r f o r m i n g  
companies.
What has happened to die 
country-wide culture boom 
which began alm ost a decade 
ago? One problem in New York 
is maintenance -  and that 
involves keeping 1178,000,000 
worth of buildings to  working 
order.
“When people come here they 
get a feeling of release through 
the bigness, tbe expansiveness of
“T Ip t.dpu ted  a need for the 
nO hanftM dc to  go to  ’ the 
gsiwrewi people of New York 
im is p p o rtiM n tf iiiM tiy  > e  
need »400,000 instead of $250,000 
to operate this year.'
"While the P W lh a ^ n id  was 
doing that, the MetropofitaB 
opera was doing dw same tiring, 
and so was the City C en t# ; and ' 
Ju lliaid , and m e Repertory 
C o m p a n y .  T h is  r a p id ly  
developing higher coat of putting 
an  p e rfo rm an ces, fia a iiy  
necessitated an appeal to  the 
generous people of Now York, 
New Jersey, and C eonecticdto  
support the performing a rt 
com pades and Lincofa Center to 
close the money gap,”  Ames 
says. I
A nother m ajo r item  is  
security. , ''L incoln Can te r's  
security costs are  $900,000 a 
year. Compare Lincoln Center to 
Carnegie Had: a t Carnegie Hall 
you can just bandy fit In the 
shell, and the city takes cate of 
the street; but if you put a hall 
in the middle of a groat plaza 
with long tubes coming ont of the 
sdm ay, and in a very difficult 
neighborhood with a groat many 
schools up and down that street, 
it’s a  problem. I t’s  the problem 
of New York, but you’ve'got to 
have security.”  ?
Tbe city itself was in trouble, 
so in order to get security, 
Lincoln Center took on its own 
security staff. Ames says, “This 
is wrong. The city ought to take
m m m! 9 H  j t|
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RICHARD BYSRLY
; w as betw een 81A  
O u r  incom e w as 
f t  umn not u n til 
th a t It  cam e in to  fo c m , bu t 
W h e n it d id , i t  c a ra lM g h t ont 
is t e r p a s it c o u M b e .” ‘ l i  
n .6  m illio n  » p h n t f  t a b s
> be cut i m
aren’t  'pébjgo 
what ' they were |  
expected to cOntrihote tenyears 
i p f â l p  source of income for 
operations usually comas from 
governments, from tadlvidssls 
and R im  fonadadoas. Bat, 
added to  the problems of high 
m niatsacnec costs and inflation, 
are fee ertoes of today.
"Surprisingly enough, the 
interandsnal struggle, à* wâDLhs 
th e  u rban  ' s tra g g le , ' A re  
absorbing eo much attention that 
it becomes dHItarit to get 
through to tbe people interested 
in the a rts ."  Ames said.
“Let’s ta k e  the lo y al 
supporters, the 89 per cent that 
can y  tbs m ajor financial load. A 
coopte of years ago the a rts  hid  
an appropriation from  Congresa 
for Shoot 917 million, t i n t  
appropriation waa cot in half 
because Congress w as so 
concerned with Vietnam and the 
urban crisis that the a rts  were 
forthebiR ls.
"Next comes the d ty . The d ty  
told the libraries, and it told the 
Philharmonic which goes into
the paths eve: 
the budget the 2 » ’
somm er, that 
a n d  to move
ticket g h i jSlp p» « (iP J|p
“We lÉ rapeat oat elaborate 
festivals that were exciting ...
will be a  saving «
activity. I t won't be tbe way it 
rind- n  will be much more
for these fésdvals
Lincoln C aipir.' tn e  'cosge iji , 
of the constituents to tills tim e of 
trefMe. f i n  artistic people of 
the conutitnusis: iro l coming 
together te  a te  what they can do 
to supplement die f o i i w c l t t l  
1 would expect  that la  a  te R r ir  
two Wo win ptri‘ on a new 
ufta ’t
B p  „ .  „
Constituent oriented»
What then dons h ihsd 'sm  i s  
tiw  long ruB fi fu tureef the  other 
aridccnteronhe Aflaste? w
“Well, fortunitely, in New 
York, wo m e in n  ranch stronger 
position than Atlanta o r Lot 
A n g e le s ,  o r  s a y  o t h e r  
perforating n its  centers because 
of the strength and the quality of 
the constituent companies. Ml 
tbe constituents in New York are 
strong and they have lots of 
supporters, and although they 
have their troubles, they a te  
p u ttin g  on U gh a r tis tic  
performances.
"Yon Mao have to make 
another distinction between New 
York sad places like Atlanta. 
Lincoln Center was organized to
m
HIGH COST 
OF
it all. But tin t bigness la 
expensive,” says Anayas Ames, 
chairman of the executive 
committee of Lincoln Center, 
Inc., die non-profit corporation 
that coordinates the center and 
its  constituent members.
Seven years ago Lincoln 
Center raised $180 million. "This 
was the great drive to build the 
buildings, and the construction 
did not stop until Juné 1,1969.
“In the beginning, because so 
much money was going to die 
buildings, Lincoln Center lived 
on tiw Lincoln Center Fund for 
its  operating expenses. But 
gradually, as tbe constituents 
started to live year by year, they 
began evolving th e ir own 
operating budgets,”  Ames 
explained.
The year to year operating 
budget would have been nil right 
if me amount of contributions in 
ananal gifts and tiw  operating 
income had been good.
" It was thought, and probably 
ten yanta ago rightly so, that 
Lincoln Canter «arid raise 91.4 
o r $1.5 million, and tiw  people 
that tan  it went ahead on tiw 
assum ption that they coted.
"They couldn't. Mid that’s the 
shocker,”  Ames says.
Thé gross budget of tijw New 
Y ork  P h ilh a rm o n ic , J f e r  
instance, was $2.4 • $9.8 million 
bésense' “we gave‘tita men 52 
w eek y e a r and m inim um  
salaries of $17,888 » y ssr, w !id i 
they deserved as artista. ¡g¡
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care of outdoor security, and 
sonta day they’re going to. They 
do it now a t the Metropolitan 
Museum, a t lib ra ries and 
elsewhere, hot they just haven't 
got anymore money to take care 
of as. If they can’t  run a  hospital 
in Harlem, how can they put 
guards a t Lincoln Center?” 
"Sim ilarly there’s a garage 
operation that is being run under 
contract by the city that should 
be generating income for the 
center instead of the d ty . In 
other d tie s  where you have a 
garage connected with your 
center it produces money to help 
support the center. Some tim e in 
the future, when our urban 
problems straighten out, a d ty  
of 8 million people ought to be 
able to take care of tiw 
security and let tiw * gunge 
income go to  the center, bat 
Aght now we have to work oar 
way through It w ith sm port from  
private individuals.”
Seventy percent of the entire 
/cost of operation is  paid for by 
f  ttchet sales. The gap i t  90 
percent So where is the sctsM  
problem?
/ It lies in the fact tb it  
everything is happening a t  once. 
Last year tiw center was still 
operating off its building and 
operating funds from  the 
original f ig  drive. “Two ’years 
ago we needed to raise a te tad  
entiling. One yehr ago it vtfas 
$900,060. We’re Just coming into 
tUS period sn w a* 3 be<ft̂ J f c = ^
the orchestra around to  tiw five 
parks had to  be cut by $40,000.
"We had the choice e f closing 
tee  perk  concerts o r patting op 
tiw  940,000. We’ve dedded ire  
couldn’t dose them  this yenr, so 
we’re bleeding $40,000. Where 
are  we gdng to get it? W dl, 
we’ll go to our friends, the 
private individuals, but they’ve 
only got so much, and it’s not 
enough.”
The la s t hope a re  the 
corpoWttons. But they add up to  
a surprisingly small percentage 
of the total. "The Idee of 
corporate gtvtag is something 
for the future,”  Ames says. 
“When ynn ga to n  company ta d  
ask fo r *  p i t  to  build a  new 
building, they will talk  about Ml 
the d tie s  they have buildings in 
and Ml the responsibilities they 
have. Thsy wty if they ever open 
their doors It would be hopeless , 
so they aren’t  going to  ghw. And 
they don’t.”
The only other  coarse of action 
is  to  co t tiw  o p d w ^ l budgete. 
And this year, tiw centers did. In 
te d , Lincoln Center had to cat 
its  ysarty  budget in  half -  to 
insure sarvivM.
They ■* the Film
Festival by setting up *  Aim 
sodety which will bs paying for 
ittastand  of tiw  center, ’’i f  s e n t  
sound, self supporting basis,”
“The ‘G n a t Perform ers of 
PMlharmnsic  H al’ program  is 
being continued because tee
create tbe buildings, bat it 
created them  for the performing 
a rts  companies that a re  now 
occupying teem , and they aré 
running their own buildings. The 
o th er cen te rs don’t  h a te  
anything to fill their seats with. 
They need plays, operé, and 
symphony orchestras, and it 
coats money to get them when 
yon don’t  have them .”
As for the future of tiw a rts , in 
generel, and in New V eré, in 
particular, Ames sees a place for 
hope sad optimism.
"T iw  a its  a re  Just as healthy 
as they can he, prodded the 
soctety we’re firing ta  has 
w hatever it  tabes -  tiw  
■ iW n p w  n  to recognise 
cu ltu re  and the a r ts  a s  
something th a t is im portad to it. 
If we coattam  to  bare the 
struggle and the strife -  not 
being able to M p  anything in 
tiw a rts  haenare you’re  g d  to 
bare a  hospital is  Harlem  -  if  
te s t ’s  the league we’re to, we’re 
going to I p r e a ld s f  trustee,
“But 1 Ja d  WteT believe we 
will. I t’s  an affined , wonderfully 
■w. Minted edwriry. I t's *  m atter 
of priorities aad l  tidak those 
priorities i r é  gdng to he 
roe01 usted. B d  if we don’t 
ream ad! them  asas te  aBow a 
fittle room for w hafs fine, 
geiw tidrér awfully good in 
American M fewffihe on its  way 
o u i~  and the people wifi be tiw 
ultim ate loosen.” | Él®«I
T his ability to  abstain flora the use of drags is, a t 
best, a  limited goal. To achieve 
self - satisfaction through 
knowledge of seif is less easily 
attainable, bet by fa r more 
desirable.”
"What’s  the m atter with yon, 
M ark?", Carol screamed.
“I guess it’s  my attitade” , he 
nnm bled to the floor.
"What are  you going to do with 
that attftode?,r, Bob prodded 
patiently.
I guess F ll have to change it” , 
Mark replied qrtetly, averting 
his gaze.
"Yon guess! What, do you 
mean, you guess?", Rykoff 
shouted. “ We’re not here to 
spoon feed you. Listen, I’m sick 
of your: evasion. If you don’t 
know what yon' gotta do, you 
might as well walk out this door 
till you do know.”
Mark’s lip trembled, "Okay, 
okay, Fll go!", he shouted. He 
rose and stumbled to the door. "I 
don’t  need you guys", he yelled 
a t the doorway.
“Yeah, you don’t" , Rykoff 
replied sardonically. The door 
slammed. “ Why don’t ya slam it 
a little harder, ya goddam 
moron?” He turned. "He’ll be 
back".
This traum atic experience is 
from a therapy group session at 
a drug rehabilitation center -  
Renaissance -  in Westport, 
Connecticut. But it could have 
been the dialogue from sim ilar 
institutions: NARCO in New 
Haven, Hope C en te r  in 
Bridgeport or a number of other 
rehabilitation centers that are 
springing up throughout the 
United States.
The counseling and therapy at 
these institutions is directed at 
helping users of addictive drugs: 
heroin, demerol, and morphine 
derivatives. Most of the centers 
have one main objective - to get 
the addict back into society 
within a month.
The concept of a drug clinic 
suggests a foreboding concrete 
superstructure, perhaps with 
"Rehabilitation Center” etched 
into a  plaque above the door. A 
visit to the three centers 
meafiohed will prove the 
reverse, in the quaint, seaside 
town of Westport, one discovers 
a sign in psychedelic letters 
reading “ Renaissance” on a 
door wedged humbly between an 
antique store and a pet shop.
After gazing a t two monkeys 
clam bering against the windows 
and climbing the rickety stairs, a 
visitor would walk into an open 
office -  to be confronted by a 
hippiesh girl sitting cross-legged 
on the reception desk.
Through a door a t the end of 
the office is a dark, smoky, 
shabbily furnished living room 
filled with garrulous teenagers. 
Across this room is a well- 
lighted office.
This is where Alan Rykoff, 
director of the Westport branch 
of Renaissance helps stumbling 
addicts up the road to a life 
without drugs.
R y k o ff ,  a n  e x -a d d ic t ,  
explained the organization and 
purpose of the center.
“ Renaissance was founded by 
two o tte r  addicts about 25 
months ago. We’re temporarily 
funded by the DVR (Divirton of 
Vocational Research), but we’ve 
applied for slate aid. Right now 
we exist from month to month 
not knowing whether we’re going 
to  survive.”
Those wishing to join the 
program , the prospects, either 
come vofeaatarily o r a te  referred 
by a  fam ily  eouasel in 
Bridgeport, Connecticut.
A prospect spends two weeks 
in orientation before be is 
interviewed far membership, the 
purpose being to defeetmtae the 
applicant's sincerity in wishing 
to get off* drugs- A typical day 
consists of dean-op from 19-12. 
lunch a t ,12. sem inars from  1-3. 
and therapy from  M :3 t. The 
sem inar consists of M  open 
dtacnsatoa; the therapy group is 
sctuel confrontation concerning 
drug problems.
H S U  M m
statistical likelihood is that he’ll 
stay off.”
Renaissance has been very 
successful in helping addicts 
return to society. Rykoff said, 
“ We’ve treated a total of 200; we 
help about 40 a t a  time. As of 
now w e’re  100 p er cent 
succeesful, but we’re predicting 
an overall success of 05-05 
percent. We deal mostly with 
teenagers, but we do have some 
35-year-olds.
“Oar methods are trial-and- 
error because w e're « o d d ic ts . 
not psychiatrists. But just by 
being a»:addict yon know not 
only about the habit but about 
the type of person an addict is. 
He’s a coward, a  sneak, and a 
con-artist.”
R ykoffs experience with 
drugs begun 12 years ago when 
be was 17 -  and with marijuana. 
Thus, he i t  a  firm  believer that 
’grass' leads to a  drug dependent 
personality. “I was dating a girl 
•A ttte .'ttm e who refused to see 
nty anym ore becam e she 
predicted. that I would be on
ÉÉÉÉ
study the  faces  of the 
participants. There is Sylvester, 
a 22-year old ex-addict, 
struggling to build his own 
rehabilitation program. Bob, 
slumped in A chair across the 
table, is the day’s group leader. 
He is p u n t and disheveled, 
looking like a  refugee from a 
folk-rock group. But there is an 
avidness in his manner which 
betrays bis appearance.
Bobby, a clean-cut Negro boy, 
sits on the couch, hokfingCarors 
band. Out i f  a mental hospital 
four weeks ago, Carol is the most 
vociferous o f the group. Mark 
sits to the right of bar in n  green 
arm y jacket, staring dazecHy 
straight ahead of Mm. Paul sits 
on a chair to  the right of Mark, 
talking nonsense to a eat. He 
looks up interm ittently, and 
grins childishly, blinking through 
a foliage of hair.
A freckled, red-haired bay 
e a te n , sits down and silently
Been  a  dunce cap. Everyone is to. Talk begins, bat i i  a 
strangely psendeconvereational
you have a gun?”
“I don’t have to ...”
“ What the hell do you mean, 
you don’t  have to tell us? Rykoff 
blurted. What do you think we’re 
here tor? We’re not gonna put 
you on the back every tim e you 
cop out. We’re not gonna baby 
you, you goddam baity ... Do you 
haves gun.”
“I-I don’t have one now. But I 
could get one.”
Groans from  the rest.
There is silence again, and 
then conversation. The ‘dunce’ is 
soon third-degreed, and it’s
penitent, and i t  let oft fairly 
eartty.:
Eventually the T-group is 
over, and commitmeats have 
boon mode. Paul is committed to 
get a haircut and grew up; the 
dunce is committed to find a 
girlfriend and relate to  Ms 
brothers aad sisters. Sometimes 
the commitments seem  trivial.■% A '•¿A.à » ' ' '<tì ‘ if -
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generosity of the parents of an 
addict, that this building was 
turned over to us and the Center 
was begun. We are now applying 
for state  aid- We’re still in the 
planning stage.”
Each Wednesday night a t 8 
p.m. the Group Sensitivity 
, Meetings begin. Thus far the 
k staff members have filled 
various speaking engagements, a 
vital facet of the progrpm.
Hope’s plans for the fu to n  are  
ambitious and many-fold. Their 
screening operations will be 
s o m e w h a t  s i m i l a r  to  
Renaissance’s, except that a 
staff physician will examine the 
individuals and then recommend 
the type of detoxification 
warranted, wMch may o d ist the 
support of drug substitutes.
Tire. Hope Centor plans to train 
each of of its  ‘customer-contact’ 
staff members as, sponsors, 
holding a one-to-one relationship 
with each addict gg watching 
th e ir  p ro tegee’s p rogress, 
counseling him, and maintaining 
contact with Him a fte r Ms
BY JA N E W HITE COLLAGE BY SIM ON GRECO
A fter the laterview  the 
pimped  is either rejected 
becam e of a  lack of a  gonrtne 
dartre to help Mmodf, or 
accepted a s  a,group member. 
Members continue to come for a 
probation period of 30 days, 
daring wMch they oerve a s  groop 
loaders, etc. A fter tMs prated 
the pressure is pot on the 
members to return to society. If 
intenrtve treatm ent is needed 
they are sent to EUenviOe, the 
in-patient clinic in New York 
City. If not, they are still 
required to come to “Encounter 
Sessions”  three fin es a week 
during the “phasing-out period,” 
when they are weaned back into 
the community.
The method the addicts use to 
stay oft drugs is called ‘cold 
turkey’. Rykoff explained, “it’s 
not as bad as it sounds. I t’s like a 
flu, a bad flu admittedly, but 
they aren’t crawling the walls or 
seeing snakes, as rumors have it. 
It’s a little painful, but for the 
user who really wants to get oft 
drugs, the satisfaction that he 
did it himself is there, and the
hereto within a  year. And, by 
God, she waa fight; I w as in and 
out of ja il for graral larceny, 
patty larceny, burglary, not to 
méñtton using, pusMag aad 
bityiag.”
“A lawyer convinced the judge 
to  aoud m ote EBenvUfe. I  stayed 
there ahriort « y e a r ,  left, wont 
bade on the street«; and was 
picked ap that same day ira  
possession. Back to jail, back to 
EUenvtüe -  aad Unit tim e I 
stayed there until I found 
myself. I was released 14 months 
ago, Renaissance H ied me, and 
I’ve been here ever since.” 
Sounds like r t  Horatio Alger 
story;
Bat, Rykoft’s  leadership has 
resulted in a  Look m* r * Wl* 
article, and an appearance on 
the David Surakina show. His 
plans are even more opfimiatfe. 
“I’m starting ray own program. 
Hopefully, It will incorporate all 
ofConaecficot.”
His typical therapy sessions 
are  held in the living room. It is 
well-lit and gives one a chance to
veto until suddenly Bob spooks 
ou t
“When was the last tim e yon 
got Mgk, M ark?”
“Last night,”
“Oawknt?”
“Pills, file doctor g a te  them 
to rn « ”
‘T hen bow come your eyes are 
pinned? Pills don’t  do that.”
Silence
“Yon sold three bags last 
night, Mark. Are yon ante you 
didn’t  have any?”
“Nah.”
Rykoff sneaks in and silently 
pulls up a chair. “ How long have 
you been here, Mark?” , he asks.
“ A week.”
“A week. And you’ve broken 
th ree  card inal ra les . No 
violence, (He’d threatened to 
shoot an ex-member) no guns, 
and no copouts. And you copped 
out, boy. We’re not am ateurs 
here.”
“You have a gun, Mark?’’, 
Carpi exclaimed.
Silence
“ Did you hear me, I said do
Bat the fact that the individuals 
are willing to make self- 
sacrifices, iadleatau that they 
are slowly grtatog self-respect 
aad n a ta lity .
The bridging of the inter- 
familial chasm is  an all- 
important goal, especially in the 
case of there young adults. “ If 
better commoMcattous cannot 
be established between parent 
and cMld, there will be no reason 
for the cMld not to go track on 
the haMt,” Rykoff explained.
“And we don’t  suggest that 
they Tty and talk’ to their 
parents. The rule is: toll your 
mother you love her. And for the 
adolescent this is a  gainful 
experience. But it works.”
Another rehabilitation center 
is the Hope Center in Bridgeprt, 
run by the Reverend Tibbs who 
apparently has taken on a Mg 
job: “Few people realize tMs, 
bid Bridgeport has the highest 
concentration of drug addicts, 
per capita,'than any other city in 
New England. It wasn’t fill six 
months ago, through the
CAN WE HELP THEM KICK THE H |B IT ?
rehabilitation u d  re ta n  to 
employment. The p a w n  may 
be non ex-addicts.
‘T he Center hopea to  have a  
m em bership-card * oyete in” , 
Tibbs explained. “This entitles 
members to the rights and 
privileges of the Center, l ie  will 
e s ta b l i s h  a  M em bersh ip  
Committee to keep tabs an his 
progress outside the Center.”
The other rehabilitation center 
NARCO, \ is located in a 
respectable section of New 
. Haven.;.--i M -SM tem sts
Joe McManus, the director of 
this cen ter, helped found 
NARCO in April of MIS, and 
throe addicts became Ms co­
managers.
Hero, addicts eM ‘recruited’ in 
the same m anner as in the other
two institutions, generally 
through referral by lawyer, 
judge, o r parole officer. The 
sam e sincerity-determ ining  
interview is conducted by one of 
the staff members. “As you may 
have found, addicts like to play 
games -  he’ll try  to fake some 
sob story about Ms emotional 
hangups, and so on. In that case, 
we give Mm what is known as a 
‘verbal haircut’. We inform him 
that we are on to Ms ploys and 
not easily fooled. He usually 
responds then.”
The addict is then asked to 
make a commitment of tim e, 
generally 10 to 14 days during 
wMcb he comes to NARCO and 
does general office duties. In the 
interim , Ms court case comes 
up. NARCO notifies the judge 
whether or not the addict has 
been acting responsibly. If not, 
he’ll be put in jail. If he is, he’ll 
either be put in Daytop, the 
Connecticut Mental Health 
Center, o r  on methadone 
maintenance (under a doctor’s 
jurisdiction).
Daytop, NARCO’s sister in­
patient clinic, is for the severly 
addicted who can’t afford to be 
sent back on the streets. 
Methadone maintenance is for 
those addicts who lack the 
physical s tam ina  or the 
psychological conviction to go 
‘cold turkey’.
“Daytop’s goal is threefold” , 
McManus summarized. “F irst, 
to help the addicts in the 
institutions: jails, hospitals, and 
mental hospitals -  by giving pre­
release counseling, providing job 
o p p o r t u n i t i e s ,  a n d
com m unicating with the 
f a m i l i e s .  S e c o n d ly ,  to  
adm inister to the needs of the 
addict in the community -  giving 
them intake counseling and 
referring them Jo the centers I 
just discussed. And thirdly, to 
educate the community -  
conducting pre-addict therapy 
groups, advising the parents, 
speaking a t the schools.
“It is the last part of the trio 
that should be our most avid 
concern” , McManus stressed. 
“Without community education 
and support we can’t progress. It 
is their understanding that will 
not only aid in beneficial 
legislation, bid will result in less 
prospective addicts as well.”
We may criticize the Hope 
Center for not being open 24 
hours a day, o r condemn 
R e n a i s s a n c e  f o r  b e in g  
disorganized. We may denigrate 
all three centers for being 
sloppily construc ted  and 
am ateurishly run. We may cry 
out a t the astonisMngly poor 
success ratios. But ultimately 
the blame rests on our own h a  
of support, our public lethargy.
Remember that Mark c rie d . 
out as be left the room a t  
Renaissance that be didn’t need 
our help. Rykoff assured us that 
he would be back. Let’s  hope so.
It is unfortunate, but as tMngs 
stand now, tea t all-im portant 
“knowledge of s e lf ’ outlined a t 
the inception of this article, wifi 
have to come frota M arita ta*  -  
and from  so many others like 
Mm who are  try ing to  help 
themselves in te ñ e  new drug 
rehabiUtatioa centers. a
f “¥  T
s s
i  unn Sanches is  M. Eleven Months, ago he was a*- 
rested on a  charge of murdering 
a  neighbor. Today, Sandies sits 
in ja il, too poor to  post bail, 
awaiting a tria l scheduled to  
begin Bley 12. His lawyer may 
ask for an extension, that 
would bring Sanches into the 
courtroom no earlier than 
September. Without having 
beoit Convicted, he will have 
served alm ost IS months in jail.
Albert Galleys was arrested 
April 3 fo r breaking and 
entering. Last December he was 
arrested on a  sim ilar charge. At 
that tim e, he posted bail and was 
re lea sed to await trial sometime 
tMs summer. Galleys is now in 
Jail pending a judge’s decision on 
future bail.
These two men are  the results 
of a  breakdown in the courts of 
America. Operating under a 
system  conceived during the 
cotadal period, our courts are 
taced with the problem of 
dealing with an increasing 
number of crim es -  an increase 
not matched by a corresponding 
increase in courtrooms and 
judges.
The result of tMs backlog is, as 
in -the case of Sanchez, a delay 
before trial that may endanger a 
defendant’s Constitutional right 
to a quick and speedy trial. On 
the other extrem e, the backlog 
allows a crim inal who can raise 
bail • also Constitutionally 
guaranteed - to walk the streets 
and strike again.
TMs problem, wMch the 
Bridgeport Bar Association’s 
Lajryer R eferral Service has 
characterized * as the most 
critical legal problem facing tMs 
country outside of civil rights, 
has overtaken all levels of the 
judicial system. According to the 
Administrative Office of the U.S. 
Courts, the backlog of cases in 
the federal courts has alm ost 
doubled in the last 13 years. In 
Connecticut, and specifically in 
B r i d g e p o r t ,  t h i s  i s  a 
conservative estim ate.
What is the cause of these 
delays? Most authorities point to 
the rapid increase in crim e in 
America. The Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, in its  most recent 
compilation of reports from 
state and local police forces, 
found that violent crim e in 1961 
rose 21 per cent over 1967. And 
what is most significant, crim e 
was up in the rural and suburban 
areas as well as in the cities, 
thus taxing courts on all levels 
and in a ll areas.
W iliam  T. Gossett, president 
o f th e  A m e r i c a n  B a r  
Association, specifically placed 
the increased crim e rate and the 
co u rt  backlog  in  d i re c t  
proportion.
By Ms figures, the overall rate 
of violent crim e in the Utatad 
States rose between I960 and 
1967 by 57 per cent. During that 
period, th e  robbery ra te  
increased by 76 per cent; 
aggravated asphalt by 91 per 
cent; forcible rape by 45 per- 
cent; and m urder by 22 per cent.
The staggering result of this 
increase, Gossett d e d a n s, is a 
case backlog so great tea t only 
drastic reform  can correct it.
Gossett also printed se t tent 
#  dviHawaui ts  a re a ls»  eaffetiag.
■ i *MMe serious effect  ref tee’ 
backlog is that if you a te  injured 
' hi an autowoNlo scrideht in one 
of these cities (MghhieM ef, i e.
' New York) and sboukf find it 
necessary to  seek law suit 
coeppaaeatlee fo r  yburihjuries,
:!  i t  would be several years before 
year case would be tried ; and tee 
more serious your injuries - that 
is, the M ore urgent your need for. 
Woody compenoation - the 
kmger you would ha veto  w ait.”
William Coley of Fairfield is 
ricedurirm aaottoeC uanoctlcsl 
B a r A s so c ia tio n 's  L eg a l 
Protection Committee^
While ackncwledghpg that the 
rapid crim e increase is a  m ajor 
cause for the backlog, Coiey 
pointed to  o th e r equally  
significant causes. Qdoy called 
tMs an age of protaettoa for the 
defendant and cited members of 
Ms own profession for using 
postponements and legal delays 
excessively.
These delays, and what Coley 
term ed an “overiy permissive 
bail system ” allows crim inals to  
remain a t large. Because jails 
a re  crowded, Coley claimed that 
many judges dole out concurrent 
sentences, thus allowing a 
multiple offender to serve only 
one jail term .
Coley cited tee structure of the 
Connecticut court system  as 
another reason for the backlog 
here. Much of the Connecticut 
court system  was conceived in 
the Constitution of 1816. At that 
tim e, a  Superior Court system  
>  was instituted with provisions 
for other courts left to  the 
discretion of the legislature.
The one m ajor reform  since 
181t in the Connecticut judicial 
system occored in 1969 when the 
legislature, urged on by such 
organizations as tee Count 
Reorganization Committee of 
the state bar association and The 
League of Women V oters, 
established a Circuit Court 
system to replace the various 
minor courts.
TMs is the one level of the 
Connecticut court system  that 
drew praise from Coley. “Since 
1991 the Circuit Courts have been 
our most effective. TM swas the 
first break from the archaic 
system of the last century. We 
still need more courtrooms and 
more judges a t tMs level, but tee 
macMnery Is there. The same 
cannot be said for tee rest of the 
system.”
The rest of the system  begins 
with the Court of Common Pleas. 
TMs second level of courts was 
instituted in  life , but f t  was not 
until 1961 that each county and 
the judicial d istrict of W ateibury 
had a court. *iT' ■
After the judicial reform of 
1919, these courts no longer had 
appellate jurisdictioa over 
crim inal cases. Now, however, 
they can review decisions of 
boards and commissions such as 
the S ta te  L iquor Control 
Commisrion.
“But, it  is with the Superior 
Cowls tea t tee backlog begins,” 
declared Coley. “Thaw c o a ts  
were established 169 years ago to  
meet conditions existing 150
years ago. It is ao wonder tea t it 
takes 19 months to go to tria l.” 
«na Superior  Courts must 
haadte a  forge vrinasa s f  worit, 
riqjce'all civil dad crim inal cases 
tea t to relve
> penalties are 
brought before it. Me», m eet 
appeals a re  directed to the 
Sagwrior Cem ts along with afi 
cases to b e  brought before a
*Mnd jury. ‘
■ ■ The final ^  stage r .o f  tee 
Connecticut court system  is  tee 
Supreme Court of E rrors. TMs 
court, «stebMMed f i t1818, is  a 
purely hppafikte court. The 
3(riie$ who rii in tMs supreme 
court review cases ft they fed  
there has bean an e rro r iaM w, if 
they are petitioned to d e  ao, ft an 
appellate  panel was divided o r in 
error, o r if a  great qaastioa ie 
involved. If an e rro r la  found, tee 
pend may order a  new t r i a l ... 
and add to  the mounting number 
of eaaea still to  be triad.
This brings up the question, 
just how great Is tMs backlog? 
The Administrative Office of the 
UJ5. Comte has compiled the 
answ er... and it’s not a  pleasant 
one. Since 1999 tee  backlog in the 
federal courts has alm ost 
doubled.
Specifically, In 1990 there were 
7,691 cases in file federal courts 
awaiting trial. In 1966 that 
number had jumped to 10,834, 
and in 1968 there were 14,763 
cases pending. The tim e lag is 
greatest in New York City (22.8 
months)  ̂and lead  in rural 
Kentucky <14 m antes). And, 
■rip»'-: 4969 , te e , . f in »  lapse 
between arrest aad tria l has 
increased 71 percent.
In WasMngten, D.C., where 
President Nixon has proposed 
serious reform s, the median 
tim e a  suspect w aits for tria l is 
10.1 months. Even if he wishes to 
plead gritty, the median tim e is 
8.8 m onths. Y.et fed e ra l 
authorities estim ate that four to 
six weeks is the maximum that a 
person should have to  wait.
Still, tee perplexing problem 
of how to correct tMs backlog 
remains. ABA president Gossett 
has called for a massive 
overhaul of the whole system  of 
justice in tMs country as the only 
answer. However, lawyer Coley 
disagrees.
“An overhaul of the entire 
system of justice is unnecessary 
aad foolhardy. The American 
system of jurttee is basically 
sound. We need m ere courts, 
sure, but m ore im portantly, we 
need better personnel to those 
c o o ts .”  «
Many agree with Coley. For 
exam ple, the Pennsylvania 
Crime Comndartea issued a 
report ea February 7 eftitis  year 
listing a s  the m ajor deficiencies 
of the lower courts M eqr lazy, 
retrained , and Incom petent 
judges.
The commisrioa also Masted 
assembly fine justice where 
clearing of dockets becomes  the 
prim ary concern. Judges aad 
prosecutors become frustrated 
by the Mgh case loads and settle 
out of court instead of before tee 
bench, fa  many cases, tee 
prose enters a re  j w q  aad 
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Huddled between buildings aad often overlooked, by 
many wbo visit Bridgeport is the 
three storied, P.T. Bamum 
Museum. Here, under glass, on 
walls, aad scattered throughout 
the building, are the mementoes 
of Phineas Taylor Barman.
F or m illions throughout 
A m e r i c a ,  B a m u m  is  
remembered as the shrewd 
creator of the Bamum and 
Bailey circus, the promoter of 
opera singer Jenny Lind, and the 
proud exhibitor of Jumbo, the 
largest elephant in the world. 
But to the senior citizens of 
Bridgeport, Bamum is vaguely 
remembered as one of those who 
helped initiate development in 
the city, a colorful and capable 
mayor, and as an individual who 
donated generously to charity 
and civic organizations.
Barnum f ir s t  cam e to 
Bridgeport in the summer of 
1842, said Kenneth Holmes, 
curator of the Bamum Museum 
and well-known historian on 
Ba mum’s life. It was in 
Bridgeport that Bamum sought 
Tom Thumb, the midget who 
l a t e r  becam e the  m ain 
attraction in his circus. But as 
Holmes points out, Bamum 
discovered a bigger attraction in 
the serenity of early Bridgeport. 
“ At first sight,’’ Holmes said, 
“ Bamum stated flatly that he 
had not seen a more striking 
village’’. As diaries reveal, 
Bamum was particularly struck 
by the beauty of Long Island 
Sound and the peacefulness of 
Seaside PariL
A short tim e later, fresh from 
a European tour with Tom 
Thumb and other attractions, 
Bamum and his wife Charity 
returned to Bridgeport to build a 
home. According to Holmes and 
Mrs. Elizabeth Seeley, a distant 
relative of Bamum, he wanted a 
place of comfort and also a house 
to a ttrac t attention.
“At this tim e,” notes Mrs. 
Seeley, wbo is an authority on 
Ba mum’s life, “ P.T. had 
established a name in America 
and he had no intention of living 
in secrecy.” “ He came to 
Bridgeport with fame and 
fortune and he intended to live 
lavishly.”
It was then that Barnum had 
the legendary “Iranistan” built, 
an exotic, oriental-styled house 
that cost Bamum an estim ated 
8150,000. “No m atter what the 
cost,” said the flamboyant 
showman, “ I wanted to  make it 
the most unique structure in 
America.” And unique it was. 
complete with doom , arched 
doorw ays  an d  open ings ,  
f o u n ta in s ,  s h a d e  t r e e s !  
greenhouses, an orchard, and 
stables.
Iranistan, in its  splendor and
magnificence, entertained many 
well-known figures of that era. 
G eorge A rm strong C uster 
visited Bamum quite frequently 
as did Matthew Arnold, Horace 
Greely, and Mark Twain.
Y et, Bamum while managing 
the w inter quarters of his circus, 
still found tim e to throw parties, 
and the wine collection in the 
basement of Iranistan was one of 
the finest in America. Needless 
to say, Bamum took to  the bottle 
quite frequently, but he often 
c la im e d  h is  c o n s i s t e n t  
sluggishness was due to over­
eating rather than drinking.
Bamum realized the potential 
of the growing town, particularly 
the value of the land on the East 
Side. Together with William 
Noble, records show, Bamum 
purchased 224 acres of land on 
the East Side and promoted the 
real esta te  to Bridgeport 
citizens, billing it as “a lucrative 
and worthwhile investment.” 
Bamum acted as the chief 
planner and organizer for this 
area. He designed roads, paced 
off lots, and set aside the area 
known today as Seaside Park. He 
set restrictions as to the style of 
houses allowed, and the number 
of feet from the road a house 
must be.
Mrs. Seeley commented on the 
shrewd and crafty approach 
Bamum took in selling toe land. 
“In almost everything he did, he 
offered the people some kind of 
bargain or deal, and selling the 
land on the East Side was no 
exception.” This “bargain 
approach” - caused many 
residents to wonder if Bamum 
was simply out to make himself 
a profit. However, Bamum 
claimed he offered Bridgeport 
citizens “ the chance of their life­
tim es” -  and as an inducement 
he sold some lots a t a cut-rate 
price, providing a building was 
erected within a year. As a 
result of Bamum’s efforts, the 
East Side of Bridgeport grew 
very rapidly.
In Bridgeport things did not 
always go well for Bamum. 
Holmes, pointed to a faded 
yellow newspaper beneath a 
glass case whose headline read: 
Bamum Involved In The Jerom e 
Clock Bubble.
“ Bamum never overlooked an 
opportunity to  invest h is  
money,” Holmes said, “and he 
invested heavily in the Jerom e 
Clock Company, a coporation 
Bamum felt would bring 
prosperity to Bridgeport. But the 
corporation lacked funds, and 
Bamum endorsed over one and 
one-half million dollars in notes 
that neither he o r the company 
could back up.”
The cost of this episode left 
Barnum alm ost penniless. 
Financially broken, he had to
leave his beloved Iranistan. For 
a short tim e, he lived in Long 
Island. Bamum returned to the 
circus as a  way to rebuild his 
financial status. When he had 
accumulated enough money, he 
moved back into Bridgeport and 
reacquired Iranistan, but bad 
luck continued to plague him. 
Only months after he moved into 
the mansion, a lighted cigar 
started a fire in the house, and 
within a m atter of hours, 
Iranistan was reduced to ashes. 
Then a short tim e later, Mrs. 
Charity Bamum died.
Sickened with grief, Bamum 
left Bridgeport. He toured 
Scotland and Wales with his 
circus, hoping to forget the 
tragedies that had shattered his 
life.
Apparently the trip  to Europe 
did tiie showman some good, for 
when he returned to Bridgeport 
se v e ra l y e a rs  l a te r ,  he 
rem arried  and becam e a 
changed man.
Barnum bialt Ins second house, 
“Lindencroft,’' and devoted 
himself to bettering Bridgeport 
an d  h e lp in g  B r id g e p o r t  
residents. Bamum donated to 
various churches in the area, 
particularly the Universa list 
Church, where he became »■% 
devout member. He also gave 
large amounts of money to Tufts
College and various schools in 
Bridgeport.
In 1875, Bamum was elected 
mayor of Bridgeport. “For a 
term  of one year, which was the 
tim e served by city officials,” 
remarked Holmes, “Bamum 
gave the city a picturesque and 
colorful administration. His 
unconventional methods of 
procedure, his w it, and his 
sarcasm  proved to be magnets 
which drew larger crowds to the 
sessions of the city council than 
a t any other tim e in Bridgeport 
history.”
Mrs. Nancy Bamum wrote in 
her diary that “Phineas was 
u n c o m f o r ta b le  b e in g  a 
Republican mayor in a town that 
was strongly Democrat. And, 
many of the drab routines of the 
office conflicted greatly with his 
show-like habits -  more than 
once he left a  council meeting 
that was still in progress and 
came home and went to  bed.”
Bid Bamum exhibited a flair 
and determ ination  to  rfd 
B ridgeport  of gambling, 
prostitution, and unemployment. 
Of unemployment, ne said, 
“ there a re  too many soft hands 
and soft heads waiting for light 
work and hppvy pay. u  is better 
to  work for half a  loaf than to 
steal a whole one.”
Barathn waa against racial
(hscrimination. He told Negroes 
to teach their children to be 
economical, tem perate, and 
virtuous. “ Don't teach them to 
follow the bad habits of the white 
man,” he said, “such a s  drinking 
or smoking. None of you look 
good behind a  15 cent piece of 
tobacco.”
Bamum did not hesitate to 
exhibit Ms showmanship. Mrs. 
Seeley remembered one Incident 
in particular that stood out in 
Bam um ’s  political career. 
“While in office, Bamum’s 
famed Hippodrome Exhibition 
came to Bridgeport, and neither 
his office or the dignity of Ms 
position deterred Mm from being 
the cMef feature of the show. 
During the show, the crowd 
begged for the mayor, wbo, in 
return, removed his jacket and 
rode around the arena standing 
on a horse.”
Following Ms one term  as 
mayor, Bamum became a 
representative of Fairfield in the 
state legislature. WMle in 
Hartford, he made proposals for 
the regulation of railroads. He 
also established himself as a 
leader against slavery in 
America.
Holmes believes that Bamum 
was an efficient and successful 
member of the legislature. “A 
b ill  of his to p re v e n t  
slaughterhouses from being near 
Mghways shows present day 
views of sanitation. His idea of 
vicious methods of competition 
and Ms sense of fair play are 
evident in a bill to oblige 
railroads to transport rails and 
ties for one another. He was 50 
years ahead of Ms time with the 
introduction of a Mil in 1879 to do 
away with capital punishment.” 
Retiring from office, Bamum 
and Ms wife and three daughters 
sought to relax in Bridgeport and 
its peaceful surroundings. He 
soon stopped Ms excessive 
drinking and took up the hobby of 
fanning, wMch later led to Ms 
appointment as president of the 
Fairfield Agricultural Society.
Holmes pointed out areas in 
Baraum’s autobiography that 
illustrate the showman’s wide 
variety of interests. He liked to 
plant potatoes and work on 
flower beds, he enjoyed reading 
riligious and inspirational works, 
and he collected a wide range of 
oil paintings. “ And although he 
had thousands of aMmals in Ms 
circus,” remarked Holmes,” He 
never kept a household pet.” 
Several years after  Ms 
retirem ent as m ayor, the 
Baraums moved to Waldemere, 
an exquisite mansion designed 
for comfort and the finest tastes. 
“ At Waldemere,” Mrs. Seeley 
said, “Barnum spent a great 
deal of tim e with Ms family 
whom be felt he had neglected.”
■£Sm
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J t  was a t Waldemere that 
irnum had a telephone 
tiled, one of the first to be 
lut into a house.
kin 1871, during the Mountain 
G rove C em etery  d isp u te , 
~ u a n m  again entered the 
liifieUght of Bridgeport. T h rd ty  
purchased the Mountain 
ove Cemetery and needed 
to hire a  gardener to care 
{or it. The citizens of Bridgeport 
decided on a fair, with a lottery 
as the main attraction, to obtain 
the necessary funds. Members 
of the pulpit objected to the use 
of a lottery, w ide Baraum, 
defended the good intentions of 
the money-raisers. A heated 
controversy followed, on the 
streets and in the local papers, 
bid Bamum with Ms wit and 
cleverness proved to be the 
winning factor in the dispute. 
The fair was a . tremendous 
success, and Barnum once again 
won the hearts and respect of 
m any of the citizens of 
Bridgeport.
In looking back on the life of 
P.T. Bamum as a citizen of 
Bridgeport, Holmes said “he 
was perhaps the greatest citizen 
Bridgeport had -  probably no 
one man has ever done so much 
for tMs city. In manner, he was 
most democratic, and the people 
of Bridgeport knew Mm as few 
communities ever knew their 
most distinguished citizen.’’
Baraum was an involved 
citizen, even in Ms finahyears at 
Bridgeport. He was president of 
the Pequonnock Bank, now the 
F irst National Bank. He served 
as president of the Bridgeport 
Hospital, and he had a m ajor 
p a r t  in estab lish ing  the 
Bridgeport Library. He loved 
cMldren and he gave generously 
to charity and schools. And Ms 
donation of Seaside Park to the 
city still remains as one of the 
finest gifts Bridgeport has ever 
received.
At the age of 78, Barnum and 
Ms family moved to M arina, a 
house overlooking Long Island 
Sound where the University of 
B ridgeport c a fe te ria  now 
stands. Here, on April 7,1891, the 
showman died. In tribute to 
Baraum, public and private 
buildings were draped with blaok 
and thousands filed past Ms body 
in the South Church of 
Bridgeport.
To tMs day the city has not 
forgotten Mm. Once a year, they 
revive the spirit and mood of Ms 
tim es in the week-long Barnum 
Festival. The ‘great parade’ 
always moves through the 
downtown streets and ends a t 
Seaside Park in sight of a statue 
of Baraum, perched on a great 
chair, presiding over the 
festivities and Ms moment in the
city’s Mstory.
B e good, be good, be good J l f M g i r l . , r  The large 
middle-aged attendant rocked 
the cMld’sbaby carriage. ’’Little 
girl fifty , Suzy, Suzy little girt,’’ 
chanted her deep, meieacholy 
voice. Bat toe child stared 
straightahead, mottoaleae»
The words toe woman sang 
changed hot toe lullaby heat 
remaiahd the tom e. “Hampty- 
Dumpty sat on a wall, Humpty* 
Dumpty had a great fall.” Sony 
.s te m * 'a t the huge surrealistic
a l New Haven Recreational 
Center. ; r  T * /,- S  ,
Susy is  six  years old, strikingly 
pretty, and hopelessly retarded. 
At least to st w oddtave been the 
verdict only a  few years ago. But 
to d ay ,  w ith  th e  slowly 
disappearing “out of right, out of 
mind” attitude toward retarded 
cM ldria; Suzy may still have e 
chance to five productively in the 
outride world.
Yet, whUe significant strides 
have been made in toe cere and 
treatm ent of retarded cMldren, 
the situation today to anything 
but bright. And the future, a t toe 
very best, is uncertain. The 
number of permanent raridents 
in state mental Institutions to 
rising sharply.
Some states v en d  a t  little as 
83 *a day per person to r toe 
residential care of toe retarded 
and 40,000 more attendants a te  
needed for the state  institutione. 
TMs to the same m anlier of 
attendants that a te  employed a t 
the present tim e.
Connecticut, one of the 
nation’s w ealthier states, spends 
well above the national average 
for each mentally retarded 
p a t i e n t .  A lthough  b o th  
Connecticut’s private and state 
institutions are going through 
radical changes, corrpution and 
ill-treatm ent of patients still 
exist.
There a re  three types of 
institutions for the mentally 
retarded in Connecticut. Private 
institutions wMch cater to the 
mildly retarded cMld, small 
state institutions wMch usually 
take commuters from the area it 
se rves ,  and la rge  s ta te  
institutions that take in the most 
severely retarded.
While private institutions play 
only a small part in the training 
of the retarded, they do reflect 
what most experts believe to be 
the state institutions of the 
future. Most are  residential, 
accepting a lim ited amount of 
patients. They are  well staffed 
and can afford more individual 
attention to each cMld than a 
state institution can. Private 
in stitu tio n s a re ,  how ever, 
expensive and, some believe, 
incapable of helping the more 
severely retarded.
One of the best-known private 
institutions in Connecticut is the 
Stone gate School, a residential 
school located In Durham. The 
c a m p u s  i n c l u d e s  a n  
administration building, a 
classroom building, a workshop, 
and six cottages wMch house 80 
children.
Perhaps the most unique 
factor about Stonegate is its 
homelike atmosphere. TMs is 
apparent not only in phyrical 
appearance but in a  child's 
everyday program . David 
Babcock, an assistant to the 
education director, talked about- 
admission requirem ents.
“ F irst and foremost, the 
student m ust have the desire to 
help Mmself,” said Babcock. 
“Our program  to geared toward 
that typeof cMld and that la why 
we accept only the mildly 
reta rded. "Moat children in  oar 
institution suffer from extrem e 
emotional problems rather than 
birth defects. What they m ost 
learn to how to get along in  the 
outride world. Our academic 
program  includes not only 
educational instruction bat 
considerable emphasis on social 
activities.”
As do most sta te  and private 
tastttutions, |  Stonegate divides 
retarded children into two broad 
categories. One to th s trainables,
three who are teiight aad fln ric  
skills a s  drearing themselves, 
toilet training, rearing ridlls, 
and word and color recognition 
The other group, «durables, are 
taught m are7 difficult reading 
aariw rittagtoU b.
At Stanagrte, the emotional 
problems toe ckffd suffers from 
ife , alm ost always, connected 
with fam ily environm ent. Y et 
fee dfikl Most in need of 
Stonegate, fee ghetto child, to 
h ty t away by the 38800 admissionfeOi'S'ii*
fir its  to n e  short years -of 
existence, Stonegate has become 
a  model for s in ria r institutions. 
But its  Success to dependent on 
the type Of retarded cM ldrenut 
accep ts. S ta te  : institutions 
cannot select theirpatients.
The New Havea Recreational 
Center, like most sm all state 
institutions, dobs not face as 
severe ft sb a  problem i s  large 
state institutions must, since 140 
of its  310 patients commute. Bat 
other problems remain with one 
significant factor added: the
eftoettraty.** faSak 
, Thedhtorrity of retarded cases 
can be aerily assa-at toe Canter. 
Soma i r e  ghetto children, riddle 
others are  from  » p e r  o r middle- 
class homes. They may ha 
saffertoKjrem ^m Ud o r sorere 
brain  t f to s ii f e  or p to rica l 
handicaps, ;and i  significant 
number, f j H p  tock of-pM tetal 
affection. WSk
“Some parents rey *6iHI to 
testing reef*  redd CoUonbotto. 
“Others ignore t t ^ - id r i l d  
because he’s  p te  bin  p a te  He 
gets ‘under foot, to not toilet 
trained, and commits fritte r  
unforgivable sins. Well; parents 
s t y  to re  that right, to n  where 
does that leave toe retarded 
cM dt
“There to Httte doubt that 
re ta rd ed  childrwp respond 
f a v o r a b ly  Ip I  f a m i ly  
a tirm p tere ,” lie said; “ finally  
Involvement and the feeting that 
they are  wanted and fovedcaa do 
wonder».?
"As fa r ns T in  concerned the 
oidy reason for a  child residing
environm ent the cMld faces 
when not under the influence of 
the Center.
The center, in a quiet isolated 
section of New Haven consista of 
a  modem one-story education 
building and a  moderate-size 
rcridence hall. The departm ent 
of education to beaded by Jam es 
CoUonbotto.
“The center deals wife school- 
excluded  c h ild re n ,”  sa id  
CoUonbotto. “The Itids severely 
reta rded, function bekm  the 
normal retarded cMld level.
M bit a re  taught self-care skills 
and the ability to communicate.
There has to to  input before bay 
output can be expected.
“The canter has been getting 
away from  toe a d ttib c t of f i a t  
mental retardation program s,”
CoBoribotto  contiuaed. ~*In the 
past-, chUdren hare been p lacid ! 
in brand categories to d  there 
fety  stayed. That cannot be done 
w ife positive results. I h m  a te  
to  many types of retardation as 
there to d  definitions of it. We try  
to inMviduafixe ebch cidld. By 
treating each child differently, 
rite can attack Ms problem more
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here to Ms parents’ lack of derite 
to help Mm,” said Cottoabotto. 
“Many don’t  even try . At an 
institution the kids a te  out of 
tb d rto ir .
“The problem to that society 
has h  false conception o f w t e t " 
retardation is. As a  result, many 
parents take a defeatist attitude 
toward ferirckU d.
“Unfortunately tMs to a in  
tree  of the parents that hare 
their cMld living with them .
' Ttoty moist .tanto howto trea t arid 
act toward their cMM o r aU toe 
progress w e . may - m ate hate  | 
A oes straight out the window. 
Parents don’t  always realize that 
even a severely retarded cMld 
can fed  animosity.“
1  The advantages of institutions 
~ fifci£tef|fp  t o r e  ft^ ro itio n a l 
Center a  te  Obviare. Bat to rir  
tow ficaps a re  j ey re  m ore 
evident. SmaU state institutions 
cannot control the todtd’s 
¡j te atm ont when he is home. Tor 
to  overcome sere te  
m eath l d e fic ie n c ie s , t t f
home. r e  moat cases tMs to not
f th a s  become d e n t to
ti l t  hi the fk a lf lB  rdb ttre ton tt te i  
o f  t i n l i y ,  
sarroundings, Ml 
qoalified peraowwl #  
situation for the rebUibff cMld, 
trildly d k ff* fi|M lr 
rritot<af.:-Yoigferi% u«|«fiM §gH | 
retarded patients in  large state 
institutions, all ferae factors are 
nrisring.
Mansfield TreAriag School, a 
huge 1,100 acre state  institution 
in Mansfield Depot, Connecticut, 
to o to  o fte to  «Meat and U teri 
ito peiM ti ladtitotiuto* 'to r-the 
country. Of the 1,700 who are la  
residence th e re , OOt a re  
cMldren.
|  The p to rical pool rast between 
Msp ro iM,tori;rilri;t>re prevfore
institutioos to staggering. The 
school is a  d ty  uoto itself wife 
classroom buildings, workshops, 
and rerident halls everywhere: 
AU A it to needed for the 
retarded child, to ttoory , to here.
Most of fee cMldren , a t 
M n n s t i o l d w i l l  r e m a i n  
in s titu tio n a liz e d  fo r  th e  
rem ainder of th e ir fives. 
Therefore toe total residency 
wul contiaae to  jiao . Bat tMs 
does not imply that cMldrea are 
net bring  helped. R ather it 
indicates th a t fee institution to 
bring forced to  take in more 
severely retarded chUdrea then 
ever before.
There e re  some W  fuU-time 
em ployees a t  M ansfield , 
seemingly more than enough. 
Bat some witMn toe institution 
believe tout number to he 
m isleading because m any 
Mansfield p e n o re d , in their 
opirrion, a re  unqualified to hold 
their positions.
Among those who question the 
worth of Mansfield Training 
School a re  two of its  teachers, 
Frank Gay and Areme Mirsky. 
Gay toadies educables while 
Mire Mirsky deals witii severely 
retarded trainables. I asked 
them  about fee methods each are 
in the classroom.
“The edocabie children are. 
mostly products of the stums,” 
said G n . “Many are over 16. 
Obviously they want fittie to do 
w ife academics. What a re  you 
going to say fo them  when they 
ask yon what good to i l  to  know 
that Jane sees Spot, which to 
about where all these kids must 
d a rt?
“Besides that, q rite  a  few- 
older kids come here with poUce 
reco rd s,”  G ay eoatiriOed. 
“Three of rqystudents are  now 
in jail m ai toe reason to simple. 
No one can reach them, t l q r  
will accept m e as a  teacher, 
even though Tm white, hot hew 
can I possibly Iteow what they 
need? W hether they’re  w rite, 
black o r Puerto Rican. I-: just 
don’t  know What H is like te  five 
the wav they Jfe. TMs is not the 
ptace ’ for kids ill trouble. What 
Makes m atters worse to O at 
they know tMs to an institution 
forthe retarded.”
“ A m ajor problem I face to a 
retarded cMld’s rejection of the 
outside world, to ri, of course, 
the problem of Ms acceptance.
: For iastaace. a  factory « rp fao t 
of business might d r e e  retarded 
cMld hut the other workers wUl 
s i m ate i t  h d l for Mm. That hurts 
deeply.: " So ¡¡m oat retarded  9 ddldren will re jto t society and 
form  th d r  own clan for
th e  conversation fe e i tinned 
to MaaafioU Tmtadag School 
Itadf. T h d r responses w are 
sorpriring since Mansfield and 
§  its  superintendent, H a n d s  H  
Kelly, tove recdred.,s |t i dng to t 
p rd ae . from  the press and sttoa 
|  officials.
“M atafidd, trathfuUy, to |  
poor institution,”  ^sald SM re
Ififeky. “f t  to large« «tyty. « d
S H to te r ie ,  as a re  moat stiria 
institutions. We do 
train  and educate hot, a t tim es,
T& , aapanrtoors. ^toteto. MKty 
CTiraiTO aepenn on wnen ui^jrre 
S  r l i f i n  i n ,
H o  chUdren.
K
" D H H W ra e f iir i ir
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I t’a late Friday afternoon in Ait
The lady in the ton  office of 
the Apollo Theate r  gate extern 
rolls of tickets reedy -  It’s  the 
opening night for wailing Wilson 
P tc k fttib  i? V* . aV? > - Mf ; f : 
The cook in the Soulfood 
Restaurant throws on another  
batch of spareribs and noises up 
some m ere ‘seel saece’.
An lt-ycaro ld  boy beads over 
to M u s d ’s Cafe to meet the 
dealer.
And h t  the J te d  precinct the 
extra patrol ceps come on duty.
The work week is over. The 
people a re  getting ready for 
Harlem  -  and Ha item  is getting 
ready for them.
N o isy ,  b n s y ,  c ro w d e d  
downtown will not experience an 
inflax (torn Harlem, for the 
m ajority will stay a t home -  
uptown.
The people are comfortable in 
Harlem. If (fining o r mght- 
clubing, the  p ric e s  a re  
reasonable. People can be with 
their own friends; get drags 
from their own sources; wear 
their own kind of clothes and 
know that their neighbors think 
they look sharp. And one serious 
p r o b le m  is  p r a c t i c a l l y  
eliminated — the racial problem - 
because as always, the 
m ajority rides and this tim e 
there is no question Of what color 
is on top.
With it’s unusual atmosphere - 
yet one Unit rings true with more 
mol than most of us will ever 
experience - Hariem offers it’s 
people a variety of ¡daces to go 
(good and bad), things to do 
(legal and illegal), and an 
unbelievable assortm ent of
Jam es Browa (affectionately, 
referred to  as T h e  Men*), there 
will be Haas blocks h p g  every 
d tih th te s  appearing -  even in 
therein . motet jpsoit game
For those who might not have 
the bread for a d m ,  or jute 
want to walk around the streets 
aad groove to sqom sounds, 
there’s bo problem. Because Uke 
many daops in Hariem, record 
stores (bearing such m ines a s  
“Soul on Wan” ) are opea until 
lata a t  night, aad their open 
doors and am plifiers can make 
all of Harlem oae big Apollo 
Theater.
Bat mutec isn’t the only facte 
that rashes Hariem unique unto 
itself; it could possibly be one of 
the only places in the world that 
boasts re a l, honest-to-God 
soulfood. Juicy barbequed 
spareribs adorned with ‘sold 
sauce’, spicy chitterlings, deep 
fried cb icto i, and hogs maws 
are only a few of Harlem’s 
favorites. And the prices are 
reasonable. A youth director who 
resides in Hariem eiplaiard 
why: “The ¡daces in Hariem are 
owned and run by people from 
the neighborhood. They know 
their brothers and sisters, and 
they know what they like and 
how much they can afford. So the 
places up here lare comparable 
to our incomes as well as to our 
tastes. For instance, a fried 
chicken dinner in Harlem would 
cost $1.25, and downtown the 
same dim er wouldn’t start for 
anything under $2.50.”
Sports -  “all day, all night, all 
year” as one youngster put it -  
occupies m odi of the people’s 
tim e. From  stickball in alleys to 
the basketball games in the
people to meet.
The young crowd — those still 
in high school -  generally 
f r e q a e a t  t h e  v a r i o u s  
discotheques hi H arlem . Mote 
of them  are not tbat expensive -  
maybe fits*  to f*  admission fee - 
- and generally th e  teens can 
afford this. As e a t hug pal it, 
“lam a  ,jf tfrr prices e re  
outrageous but sometimes the 
gays help as out. Like a t oae 
place - t h e  man might jute turn 
U s back aad let us in, o r he 
might opea the back door. If 
there’*  five of us aad the 
adutesteea is $2 a head, we can 
give him a dollar aad he lets us 
all in.”
For the m ere sophisticated, 
older crowd there’s places like 
Small’s  Paradise where the 
admisteoa charge is $2 aad 
there’s  about a  $2 o r $4 minimum 
once you’re inside. A young 
couple gteng here for the evening 
could coast on easily spending
|12 to $15 -  a  price, maybe not 
Ugh for the Cope, but fairly 
indicative of a high-priced night 
cUb in Hariem.
Then there 's Count Basie’s, 
which by featuring top-name 
jass aad pop artiator toaw s a
trig part of oar Hie, aad the 
people wiD always be someplace 
where something’s  happening 
mateeafiy.”
Indicative of tU s is the famous 
ApoBo Theater, a  concert hall on 
125th S treet, which is  jnte as 
pqpalar as i t  ev e r w as. 
F e a  t  a  r i  a g  b i g -n a  a re
entertainm ent, the Apollo will 
draw audiences varying la size 
aad age depending on who is  
appealing. For a  very popular 
a rtist coming into town, such as
cracked and often traffic-filled 
street courts, to the enthusiasm 
shown when the Hariem Globe 
Trotters play a gam e, sports are 
as much a part Of Harlem as the 
s lu m s  a r e .  H o w e v e r ,  
recrea tio n a l fac illtlea  a re  
. that the 
have are 
the
m at pastime is 
th e  s tre e ts , a t the 
la  flu  basement of the 
police station, o r in the glass- 
cluttered courtya rds between 
tenem en ts. The fac ilitie s  
obviously aren’t  sufficient, yet 
as erne disheartened police 
official in Hariem  said, “It’s  ate 
that the city doam’t  have the 
Httle Mt of money we would need 
here to  help these Uda oat. I t’s  *  
m atter of getting them  to spend 
it where it’s  needed the mote. I 
guess they don’t  consider this too 
im portant.’’
I t i t  this lack of decent
recreational facilities tbat 
brings many young men out of 
Harlem, to other areas where 
they can ¡day boll a t better 
equipped firm s, more spacious 
street courts, o r la  the perks.
Which brings u p *  unique part 
of Ha riem th at can’t  be left out -  
the parka. One of th e  more 
*■*■*[■*■§ pfnrim In'-**“ *— iJr  -■ 
what toknown a t  a  ‘vest pocket 
park’ -  which is  actually no 
m ore than a pop-art typie of 
playground that has been carved 
out of the surrounding slums. 
Located on west 128th S treet this 
park, ate up a  few year* ago has 
since led to  the Annual Hariem 
Cultural Festival which Is 
cteehtatod during the summer. 
And ah equally interesting ¡dace 
is Monte M orris Park (125th 
Street had Fifth Avenue) where 
on Sunday afternoons it’s not 
unumad to catch a  soul music 
festival, a  gospel teag-to o r a 
blues and jazx show.
This p a id ' summ er . several 
concerts, courtesy of Schaefer 
leer, and toe City of,New York, 
vere given in  Central Park. 
Many young adtets from  Hariem  
toned out in forge numbers to . 
me ' well-knowni jazz and -pop 
i r t i s t s , .  p a r t icu la r ly  the ' - 
Temptations and the Four Tops.
A park official said, that the 
concerts were so successful with 
the yoenger ate ( s a lt turned ote 
there was tittle or no trouble 
before, vdoriagr or a fto r the 
concerts) mainly becam e i t  whs 
planned with their interests in 
m ind. - He saidF- th a t soch 
summertime conso rts meted 
probably be continued in the 
future -« hopefully with equal 
saccem . c
■ 5 On the main streets of Hariem 
are hundreds of fitito  atoms MM v 
have great .v; ,‘jrist • browsing’ 
potential-* from the ¡tewnrohops, 
and tin  African boutiques to the 
. s to re s , th a t fe have 
from  one-inch 
¡H tPM ltet knives — 
w ith 12 Hades. • P i : ■
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And while browsing around, it 
isn’t  very hard to notice the 
numerous bars and taverns that 
cater to different kinds of 
people. Yet despite th e ir 
diversity, such places as the 
CM* Lido, Three Roses Lounge, 
aad TheCags, all have one thing 
in common  ** m ost of thter 
: customers a re  over age 25. H ie 
reason? As one 18-year-old put it, 
“The teder fellows are still doing 
the wine tiring -they  don’t really 
do drags that m odi.’’ And Kelly, 
a  20-year-old bank clerk said, 
“More kids are  going to  smoking 
-  a  lot more than they are  to 
drinking, and most of them  then 
get off the cigarettes and onto 
thejuak.”
“Sure we have a drug problem, 
but there’s  ate mad* we can do 
about it” , said Patrolman 
W alter Williams of the S2nd 
p redate. “We’re working as 
well as we can under the
conditions -  we’d HI* to get foe 
kids away ( ra n  drugs, gist them 
more Involved in r r rm n t lw i  
programs, bat we’ve tried and 
most of Hie projects have fallen 
through. We fed  the reason they 
didn’t make H Is becaasi we 
couldn’t get to  the kids ~gp)ri'*  
wasn’t  enough advertising done 
in the homes, churches, and 
schools. We need volunteer help •
• but on a full-time basis. A lo te f 
people -  maybe they go o d jp i 
rtn some eforit and then they 
come home and fed  they should 
do something for mankind, so 
they volunteer. But they don’t  
stay long; they’re  what we call 
‘part-tim e volunteers’. A lot of 
these kids come from homes 
where ooe o r both parents are 
missing. If a volunteer come in, 
all enthused and ready to do 
good, the kids become attached 
to him; then when be leaves H is 
is jusl one more setback for the
kids. SomeHmes I  really wonder 
if you can really blame them  for 
getting Involved in M g s .”  g
Whether you can o r not, it 
remains that a a a lm o rt normal " 
part of the weekend roaHne is 
meeting the dealer and m akiigp 
; H i  plans from  fo ere .' “ f i 
themes a lot of money left over, 
you fa te  yortcM fo downtown ~ 
maybe to  Broadway o r one of the 
clubs on the E ast o r West side, if 
thoWi’a  not th a t much b road toft, 
th sre’s  always plenty to do right ; 
here in Harlem.”
Harlem, though, is m ere than 
Jest a  place to go e m p is c e  to 
Uve. It la  a  fading. H s people 
have foe understanding warmth 
of' a  family, foe traditions of a . 
c d t, and the problems  of a  whole 
nation. A riern , done and w enn, 
sometimes hot, la the heartbeat 
of thousands -  tndy  a  place with 
sod . Vs  ' a
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inexperienced assistaat d istrict g 
|^ H |^ r a H n |io r e ,  tiray foil to 
sdequstdy prepare for tr ia l,P  
thus costing a  conviction. But fo»:’ 
main complaint M the hud; of
i Gossett said, “Most of the 
various methods of jnractol .. 
selection now in use -  partisan 
b ^  n o ap irrtlsan  a u c tio n , |  
appointment by the executive 
and ap p o in tm en t b y ’ ’* th e  
legislature -are not dertgned to 
gecra^fMlaciple attention 'foMO 
foe training SM qualities of 
m ild aud-haurt needed for the 
extraordiasiiUy difficult and |  
disheartening job of the criminal
Jadga ”  ;/ i
hi most states, there -is mr - 
power fo- make a  judge work-- 
harder, and it Is  next fo 
impossible to remove one excep t: 
by im peachm ent But-, there are 
exceptions. Id California, a  
C om m ission  on Ju d ic ia l  
Qualifications exists with foe 
s d e  purpose of r eview ing 
complaints agfoist judge». In 
New Jersey the chief justice of 
the sta te  supreme court sets 
working hours fo r judges and 
generally controls the bench. 
And in Missouri a  committee of 
qualified  persons screens 
applicants fo r each judicial 
vacancy and nominates several 
for the governor to pick from. 
But these states remain the 
exceptions.
A further Condemnation of 
American judges comes from 
Howard Jam es in Ms boc* 
entitled “Crisis in foe Courts.” 
HiS) m ajor ooncliMkm w jrate» | 
over hart of the S,70Q state trial 
judges hi the United States m  
1987 were, for one reason o r 
another, unfit to  sit on the bench.
Jam es classified raeinr of 
these judges as either political 
retirees who Want an easy 
or those who a re  incapable 
■ o k a s
a f t  perm anently  tied  4 a  1 
potttieiaris. / Jftmy, «m u the 
^majority, a re  good judges, hut 
comple ts juetice needs im partial 
mMütteu. : -
As w lfom ost of the problems 
h t A rteries, a e re  an»' proposed 
islutfoss. Jam es suggests that 
judges  be tak ln  out of politics, 
standards of judicial service, 
im$gdiag hours of work, be set 
ap, gfosecatore he required to 
file reports Hating casan held fo> 
and why, rules governing 
continuance ho tightened, 
priority be given crim inal over 
civil cam s, a id  requiring all 
enacts to  full-time
harts, eUndriating term s, 
i t  The- 'President’s Commission 
« r  Law Enforcem ent and 
A dirtrtrtnation of justice, in a 
report released in 1967, added to 
: .thefodfobnart of foe courts  and 
im pietrii im ita r roru rtinpiu I t  
stated H at a  United States 
d tisen  brought before the b a r 
has oymy  righilo  expect swift ■
‘ and im p a rtii juetice. Too often 
he gets neither. “Our system  of 
justice deliberately sacrifices 
much in efficiency and even in 
effocftvenoies in o rd er to  
preserve local autooouqraad to 
p r o t e c t  t h e  in d iv id u a l .  
Sometimes it may isem  to 
sacrifice too much.”
CamHtioas in foe lower courts 
were found to  be paiticutarily 
scandalous by foe commission. 
L a w y e rs ,  w itn e sse s  and  
inflam ce peddlers w ere found to 
m ill around co rrido rs a s  
prisoners accused of m ajor 
crim es were brought before the 
judge sud . sentenced by the
should heTtandtod in thè fekriy 
courts with their better judges 
and Mgh standards.
The Ihrartdout*» Commission 
recommended font judges be 
removed from foe political 
areas, that judicial sem inars ha 
held to standardise justice, and 
that bail he re-examined.
Gossett has summarized foe 
entire argum ent. He said, 
“Clearly the adm inistration of 
justice would be improved by the
presence of a  cadre of faB-time, 
trained career judges.”  .
' There i s  one other prcbternkM i 
rtdfoar to foe hacklbg^foat m ust 
i p  coartdered. ' .flit--4 s -foe. - 
problem  r t f -  i th e  crim inal 8 
repeater. E x tre m e^ H fo ; in 
btiagtagaecosed persona to tria l 
fel regarded by many authorities 
as the N ggesttactd rin tfecrim e 
emlsel on. Law crtCoròémeut 
officials aey much seriom  cri see 
is  committed b y  foe repeater, 
many of them  out on hull.
This has led President Nixon 
to call for preventive detention. 
This is not «  substitute for 
wholesale judicial te tano , but 
only a  compliment until reform  
cam be. instituted. President 
N in e , in  urging the adaption of 
such a  program , said it  was 
needed to detain those who ere 
“now being a rrested two, three 
and even seven tim e» while 
awaiting tria l.'’ A m agistrate 
would, under th is ¡dan, detain a  
person marked as a  d e a r danger 
to foe community.
T ie  ideal, of comae, is a 
rompletr revamping of foe court 
system. As a  tool to  prevent 
crim e „until this is  pernibis, 
preventive detention has drawn 
strtip  criticism , especially on 
the grounds that the Constitution 
prohibits excessive bail. But as 
one proponent of the issue, New 
Jersey Attorney General Arthur 
Sills points out, the Constitution 
does not say hail is required. The 
id d i-is now before Congress as 
N rt'o f Prertdent Nixon’s w ar on 
m im e. The ComttttutionaUty of 
the issue will he tested either 
there o r fo foe United States 
Supreme Court.
Sills painted to preventive 
fo detentionH |
especially narcotics sellers. “As 
Urtfo many problems today , we 
h ev e  tw o C o n sti tn t io n a  1 
guarantees in opposition. On the 
one Jurad is  the right to e  fair and 
speedy tria l. On the other is the 
tight to  bail. In the middle 
stands the average d tisen  and 
Ms dfod to pnoteetion. If 
preventive detention can help 
cut m im e until a  method of 
diminisMng foe backlog can be 
found, la m ia  favor of it.” a
A l M i a !
Continued from Page 8
They know notMng about how to 
bandie s  retarded cMM.”
“It’s a lot of politics,” Gay 
broke in. "Thesis' supervisors 
work them selves up fonai 
janitor. They’re  uet qualified 
and should »ever be allowed te a r  - 
the kids.
"There is more to lt  tiran just 
that,”  Gay continued. “The 
superintendent of tide institu­
tion has a  brother-in-law a t 
Southbuty, n  state  institution. 
That’s  how he got the jab. fo 
ccllfoe he majored hi phsydal 
education and then got Ms 
m asters, I believe, in m edal 
education. He isn’t  qualified to 
bond an institution like this. But 
fo afs the name of the game. And 
activities here a re fo st a  show to 
Mm. When M ansfield has 
important viritors, we are told to 
conduct a  d am  in wMch there is 
Utile likelihood of the children 
misbehaving.”
“We have To' pot an 
performance whether it’s  good 
Tor fo e  children p r net,”  added ' 
Miss Jtirskgr. “TMs goes on 
everywhere. That’s wlrt, state, 
institutions a re  so  bad .W e a s  | 
teachers i r e  helpless I to do 
;̂anytiiag.” ,^ |^ ^ P S !, ji 4^2,
“ But I  don’t  agree with those 
who say the situation Is 
hopstoas,” . ad d  * G ay.|“ Ju*t - IS 
years ago conditions were 
unbearable. In  the future, places 
Hfce Mansfield will have to be 
eUrrdaatod if progress to to. be 
made. A place as overcrowded 
sad body managed as this ooe to 
cannot begin to help a  large 
number of retarded children. 
SmaU cottages, with about ten 
cMklreo in each, to ideal for 
residential institutions,” he add. 
“ Along with that, small classes, 
more qualified personnel, and 
better touching conditions are 
vital.”
Just as i t  to impossible to 
g e n e ra lise  sh o o t m en tal 
retardation , i t  to equally 
imposrtble to  generalise about
what should be done abort state 
and privato institutions. Because 
ef ties importance of a  fondly 
atmosphere in treatm ent of the 
soahtalty retarded, perhaps the 
aasw er Ues in  successful 
pregrams in Europe. • *
There, in such places a s  G ad, 
Belgium, where 1J90 patients 
are  cared for by fam ilies ia  tira 
town, p e a t progress bea been 
made. The conscience of the 
Geel townspeople led to  this 
revolutionary program  alm ost 
500 years ago. Other European 
towns began tids “outpatient” 
treatm ent daring W orn War n  
to m ve thousands of meutally-til 
c h i ld r e n  f ro m  H i t l e r ’ s 
“purification” pian, fo these 
towns today, foe retarded 
remain.
Perhaps plans a s  radical as 
tato a re  imposrtble te  a  country 
where dtixens would rather pass 
the bock to tira, state. But i t  
would seem  th a t s im ila r 
rogram s are  the only real hope 
[or foe thousands of retarded 
children. a
EK
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As directed, prodnced and 
< B K W l] |J U v u itr  studente, 
Edward Albee’s “Who’se Afraid 
of Virginia Woolf’ is  a thrilHnc 
dram atie expérience. ! HtiMdMMmm
W ar frustroted people whose 
Hvea ave as mrotenglem as the 
alm ost liturgical phrase which is 
mpeated throughout the play 
part ic ipa  te  ,.in a  fanera i 
otefoiattopla which tbey, the 
dead, tonnent each other with 
their lack of Mfe. These htunan 
c a t a s t r o p h e s  b e c o m t  
uncomforUbly ra d  throagh 
briiliant port rayais by Franklin 
L in te y , Teri De Sabla, David 
Krentzman and Susan Brnst.
Directed by B ien Hassman 
and prahw ed by Eve Mandel, 
“Virginia Woolf’ concludes ite 
campus run this weekend with 
performances P rtdéy  and 
Saturday nigbts a t 8:30 la  thé
U niversity  T heatre . M iss 
Hassmaa and Ifisa Mandel, both 
seniors, plan to  continue 
their w ort in the tiw stro a fter 
- fto d n illo n . T heir skflfful 
adaptation of Albee’s tragedy 
indicates talent and knowledge 
of the theatre; it’s  not difficult to 
imagine ’ theta sqon enjoying * 
successful careers. f t * i  
. Originally cast in toe role of 
'G eorge, Raymond Basset is ' 
prevented by a  recent accident 
fram„MW nkib|g i n . “VDjlaia 
W o#":; ntr arhnitwlnif In tffo il 
P r a #  L indsay, , a" .M ooch 
liMtiWehsiP 8  the U rtvefsky, is 
substituting and  although 
handicapped by foihg through 
only to o  rehearsals OM by not 
enough tim e to k a m  all Ms fines, 
Us performance is expertly 
convincing. The copy of 
“Virginia Woolf’ Lindsay is
Letups To 
The Editor
G ree k O utlook ,
TO THE EDITOR:
I would Mke to come to theaid  
of the fraternities and sororities 
of this University. In your 
Tuesday, December 16 issue, 
there was a  letter reprinted from 
Miss Madeline Romano. Miss 
Romano commented on the 
situation in the cafeteria during 
pledging.
F irst, Miss Romano wanted to 
know who gave the fraternities 
and sororities of this institution 
the right to  tSKe over a public 
place for “loud, raucous, off-key 
singing and awkward dancing.” 
In answer to this, all I can say is 
that these students have just as 
much right to be in this public 
place as any other students. If 
Miss Romano would like the 
school to establish a rule against 
fun and games outside of classes, 
then she is a t the wrong school. 
If Miss Romano really can’t 
stand this noise which occurs 
only once a sem ester and for 
only three weeks, then may I 
recommend that she eat quickly 
and then leave.
Second, toe wanted to know 
where it is w ritten that these 
groups have the right to occupy a 
good one-third of the cafeteria. 
Well,. Miss Romano, I can’t see 
who gave the right tofoyutoich 
students can and cannot use the 
cafetetojfci y T
Thirdly, she asked why these 
“chorine lines“ don’t  appear in 
Marina Dining HalL W &  Miss 
Romano, don't you think these 
kids who spend fang hard days 
and nights pledging ever get’-: 
hungry? They have to  e a t up 
quickly and get but of the dining 
hall in order to get on with then“ 
work. '’. .
I myself have not gone Greek,; 
as yet, but I think that the 
students who do should have all 
the rights and to to ief which they 
had in  the past. If Miss Romano
T h e  S crib e
m
mad to
can’t  stand to listen to  toe 
“ loud’’ activities of pledging 
then I say to her. I’m sorry.
Marshall GeMherg 
Breal Hall
Snow  C om p lain t
TO THE EDITOR:
May I ask why it is so difficult 
for the University of Bridgeport 
to  clear the snow off of toe 
sidewalks and out of toe parking 
lots? I realize that Bridgeport 
had an inch o r two of snow on 
S a t u r d a y ,  J a n u a r y  3rd . 
However,-it doesn’t  seem- to me 
4 that it  should be a  difficult and a 
tim e consuming job to  clear off 
a t least the top layer of loose 
snow. I realize that to expect toe 
University’s crack maintenance 
crew to clear away the hard 
packed ice and mow from two 
weeks Ago would be expecting 
the impossible.
I think commuters have been 
patient far too long, h  my senior 
year in Mgi school, I attended a 
group in te rv ie w  a t  the  
University a t which tim e we 
were told by the Assistant Dead 
of Admissions that "U.B. could 
always find room 'for toe 
commuter.’’ Sure, as long as the 
commuter, flies, w alks.or roller 
skates. God help Mm if he 
drives.
- I’ve had quite enough of top.,, 
deplorable parting conditions 
here. F irst, they sell parking 
perm its for several t i ta n  m ote 
cars than there a re  spaces 
available. Then, in toe winter, 
toe commuter can look forward 
to the cheerful propaect of snow 
and ice-coveral lots.
Hgflem bers of. toe University 
administration: Do you know 
wqpt it is like to try to  park in 
these lots??? The pavement is 
covered with snow", so the 
commuter can’t  see w hite toe 
^Iptldag spaces are. Cars a ta
Krked a t a ll angles aU over toe js, taking up more space than 
ubUai in parking lots that7 are  
already overcrowded. The snow
f ò r o » #
Pu§e s t% fa 
by, toe audience; it 
shield which protects „  
f ro  m I
flagellations, p ap erb ack .an sar 
Jpehind wMch George plots and 
¡gMenterploteraf
M G eorge. arid Martha ' a re  ; §? 
.'«riddle aged couple roach like 
Sam s other couplta. They Hue 
partly in truth, partly i f  flnuiom ? 
but this schizophrenia makes no 
difference b e n n e  tr ito  and 
illusion for George and Martha 
,« »  equally false and equally as 
des truct ive. « E lf^ S rs ir îir f" ^
George, in M artha’s eyes, is a  
fatture. A sa history professor,ia 
a  small New England college 
he’s the departm ent swamp. He 
could have become departm ent 
head, says M artha, who Is toe 
president’s daughter, aadaow be
hides to e  ; ice  underneath, 
causing cars to skid «ad paople 
tosBp b acan e neither driver nor 
pedest rian can see their enemy.
Perhaps you don't ente how 
bed .it is. A fter a tt, you don’t  
beve to  pay fo r «opttita 
necessita ted  b y  accidents 
incurred in toe Mne of duty. You 
don t have to drive to toe threw ! 
of the campus becam e you can’t 
get a  apnee been n e  other ears 
are  taking up two spaces became 
they can’t  see where toe parking 
lines are.
Or perhaps Tm judging you too 
harshly. Maybe you do care. If 
you do, help toe commuters. 
Look into toe parking crisis a t 
UB -  AND CLEAN UP THE 
SNOW!!!
EXTREMELY IRRITATED 
AND
DISGUSTED COMMUTER 
KATHI SIMON 
MS-MS
first la  to n  whan daddy retires. 
But not Geauga.. * * *  « r *
7 M artha, briltently shrewish as 
pofiteyéd h y T ert.P aSabukig a  
conniving bitch who é to sa a la d  
tau n tg b er^ o u se  with as o n to ,, 
easa^ Ss she depletes the Uqoor 
supply!A lthoa|iiprafessieglove 
of h er tether Ik e  aa article of : 
i. -Hte s tiw  George deeply 1 
u *  be is not toe M  
ither tea t foe needs and never I 
had», havhig b n a  raised by «  
paient who found tim e and love 
only fo r Ms beloved college; B p  
Gsmge (days toe wati«<ftt> 
iable husband who trades quip 
for quip instead of giving Ms 
connubial É p artn er :*  good 
thrashing.. ^H e subm its to 
’M artha's punishment because be 
tse  believes be fen  fatted. He 
..w islw r tori«  to te , ago -ha .bad 
awofcsa am  morning hnu te; 
comploteur mindless and utterly 
. fiee. free  from  a  life sunk iato 
the meaningless. Bat he M dn 
behind Ms ' beak.' - a id . smiles, 
w aitiagfor his turn to play,
George and M artha a re  jsiasd 
by newoomers Nick, the mast 
recent addition to  the M ate# 
departm ent, and Ms wife Homy. 
Nick is aqmawhat. perfect, to 
Martha Anyway, who responds 
favorably to  rock’s  intention to 
“plow a  few pertinent wives.” 
M R , is sale; very uninvolved, 
uncommittal, eminently wett- 
adiustad. W  - ' J É H P p
His mousy m ate Is seemingly 
devoted to  her God-like pathetic 
hubby but is also deeply involved 
in her consomption of brandy: 
Superficial and childish, Honey 
is the firs t to sink to her knees in 
the wall to wall carpeting of sand 
and to  begin playing as though 
alone in her Sandbox., w
F or these a te  children, vicious 
children, who play vicious games 
of seek and hart. The object of 
the insults, the revealing
pronouncements half tra i, half 
«■fiftlS Ihi destruction of each 
other. They roach aot 4to  . « a d | |
g  In their i bottle, Georg e bad 
M artiu tito r away the final prop, 
wesatetog and toavtog 1
«each other tired Oad frightened 
Mito nothing t i f f b  but m  on. 
NWk a|)d ü n y  a is  ñvoaled to  1 
a t  s i apprentice George and 
M artha whose valsee aro  as 
«doe pad whose huso «ss «I— 1 - .sodasi
“Virginia Woolf’, a complex 
t to not easily performed 
i J t r o a l  however, te 
bjriUiaht. Teri De Sabia, os 
M arthe, supplies just the fight 
sneer, fise right grim ace, as well 
a s te e  vocal control and phrasing 
n ecessa ry  fo r f h  ad ep t 
cfaamcterisatiae of a difficult 
character. S o n a  B ra t, as 
H o a o y ^  I» ; m a r v e lo u s ly  
hysterical and p«toetic; tMs, Her p 
stag* debut is an excellent 
beginning. David E n tu m a n  
handBes the fofo of Nick well, 
however, h r  perhaps outdoes 
MmoStf ia Mir portrayal of a 
weak personality. .
Special mention footed be 
'.roads of the uso « f arad as 
c irp e to g  The entire ploy takes 
teqee ia toe living room of 
GOorge And Mnrtoa’s  home; the 
sand conveys the atmosphere of 
a playroom.
Designer Gregory Sparling 
deserves congratulations for 
creating an effective set .
“Who’s  Afraid Of Virginia 
Woolf’ is  a  tale for our tim es 
. well done, an evening in toe 
tkreatre wMch footed not be 
missed.
Fetor E . G ita n e
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Schonbeck was top |  
game with 16 m arkers 
Zimet, the i 
forward, ttekled the tu 
points, a  career Ugh, 
co-captain Wells net 
addition to  snagging j 
high S 18 rebounds
u r n  A g e  
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m m
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After Toppling No. 1  Assumption
JÉ»Fairfield Bombard s UB Caaers
i m +  9     a-» u Nmb Cnolftllii fftllM foe ennnninfl fk* nnie IwJdeX « Wait mil«» in 1 ̂Fairfield Uni vend ty made it 
two in a  row this season as they 
toppled tbeU B cagers, 7443, last 
Satarday night a t the Harvey 
Hubbell gymnasium. The Stags 
also captured the season’s first 
meeting between the two long­
tim e arch-rivals by a 92-72 
margin a t the Stags’ hardwood.
In a  game earlier in the week, 
rim Purple Knights managed a 
m ajor upset as they soundly 
threshed a  tough Assumption 
College sguad, 10441. Dean 
Zimet took care oi  the scoring 
and Rufus Wells rim rebounding 
as UB knocked off rim top rated 
colkge-divirion team  in New 
England. The Bridgeport victory 
was one of the m ajor upsets in
New England, thus far, snapping 
a seven game winning streak tor 
the Greyhounds of Worcester, 
'Mass.
^Saturday night, It was a 
m atter of too deep a bench for 
the Stags as two top-line 
reserves, Jim  Hessel and Rich 
Schonbeck. picked up the slack 
in the Fairfield offense to power 
them to their eighth victory in 13 
contests. UB dropped to 4-9.
The Knights, hokfing the Stags’ 
high-powered one-two punch of 
Wayne Gibbons and Frank 
Ifiegiletta, did not count on the 
presence of Hessel, a 4-1 co­
cap ta in  and guard , and 
Schonbeck, a 44 tower of 
strength under tbe boards.
I JULES FEIFFERI
t m s .
The pair Ignited a key rally in 
the final moments of the first 
half, propelling the winners on a 
string of 15 straight points to puD 
the forces of Am Lynain into a 
comfortable 44-33 lead a t tbe 
half.
A turning pont in the game 
came late in the opening stanza 
when the Knights’ 4-8 pivotman, 
John Foster-Bey, drew Ids fourth 
personal fold and was forced to 
the bench. With the big 
middleman out of the key, the 
S tags m aintained em inent 
domain under the boards.
Mark Frazer, a rangy 44 
junior, who grabbed off 14 
rebounds, found tbe going easy 
as he keyed the massive 
Fairfield rebounding forces, 
while M agaletta, Hessel and 
Schonbeck  p rov ided  the 
firepower.
Knights managed to stay 
close before that decisive surge 
as sophomore flash Dean Zimet 
and guard A1 Fischer led the 
forces of Bruce W ebster to an 
early 15-12 advantage. The Stags 
then went on a critical surge that 
resulted in 10 straight points and 
a 22-15 margin.
After the key Stag surge in the 
closing portion of the opening 
half, the Knights battled back to 
close the gap to 47-43 after a 
prolonged 10-1 UB rally. After 
that, foe Stags settled down to 
regain control of the game and 
continue the onslaught. Rufus 
^ e lls , one of the Knights top 
point producers, was limited to 
three field goals and six points in 
the game as the Fairfield 
defense centered on the jumping- 
jack from Hartford.
Zimet was high for the Knights 
as he managed 14 points, and 
Mike Schmitz and Fisher split 22 
dyK dpittw in-
,,  although held 
age, still 
ts , while 
gun in the
sophomore 
vines for 28 
while the 
ted 20, in 
a a game- 
in the
Mste b
P I C l c ?
scoring co-captain was limited to six paints as FMrfields Frank 
M agaletta seems to be bothering Rufus just enough.
Scribe Photo -Chris Dufresne.
surprising upset of Assumption.
A key factor in leading the 
Purple Knights to their 51-38 
half-time lead was the insertion 
of co-captain and guard Mike 
Schmitz with some 12 minutes 
remaining in  toe half. The 4’2” 
senior garnered 10 points before 
tbe first half buraer and wound 
up pumping in U s first six field 
goal attem pts, getting 17 points 
in the contest. I t  was the first 
tim e in five ball games that 
Schmitz had seen any action to
speak of, and according to head 
coach Bruce Webster, he “was 
the biggest surprise of my life 
jand if be continues to play like 
this, we’ll be in great shape.’’ 
Webster’s number one guard, 
Alan Fischer, turned in one of his 
finest efforts since winning a 
starting berth, collecting 18 
points and 12 key assists in 
d irecting  a  w ell-balanced 
scoring attack which saw rise 
five regulars net 17 points or 
more. ■ "* -ss?., > v-"
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